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1 Introduction
The Proof Materials Project ran for two years, from
January 2004 to December 2005. Its stated aim was

to produce guidance and stimulus materials for teachers
that can be used to develop the mathematical reasoning
of pupils across the ability range in Key Stages 3 and 4.

To achieve this, we worked with two groups of
teachers, one in north east Hampshire, the other in
Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk, who trialled materials in
their classrooms. Each group met regularly to share
and reflect on their experiences, and to plan the next
classroom activities. On occasions, teachers also visited
each other in their schools.
The meetings took place during the school day,
rather than in twilight sessions, and we are extremely
grateful for the support given by Wendy Hoskin, county
inspector/advisor-mathematics, Hampshire, and Colin
Matthews, former mathematics advisor, Suffolk, who,
together with the generosity of their local authorities,
made this possible.
The project followed on from our Longitudinal Proof
Project (1999 - 2003). In that project, we used written
tests to survey the proof strategies used by high
attaining secondary school students. The students were
tested towards the end of Year 8 and again in Year 9
and Year 10. (Altogether, 1512 students took all three
tests.) We found that students had a tendency to use
empirical arguments and, in common with many other
studies, one could summarise the findings as ‘students
are not very good at producing proof arguments’ and
‘proof is difficult’.
However, the research data can be viewed far more
positively. For a start, it should be borne in mind that
most of our students would not have devoted much
time to proof activities, as this was not emphasised in
the then current mathematics curriculum for English
schools (the 2008 revised National Curriculum hopes
to change that....); also, our students’ responses were
produced cold, in a written test that was not connected
to their day to day work in the classroom.
Some of the students did produce structural arguments,
ie arguments based on mathematical relationships
rather than just on empirical data. Consider the
statement below, from the Year 10 proof test:
When you add any 2 odd numbers, your answer is
always even.
Students were asked to prove whether the statement
was true or false. The most common response (from
31 % of our sample of 1512 students) was just to
 From the summer term 2004 to the summer term 2005, the
Hampshire group met two or three times per term, sometimes
for the whole day, and the Suffolk group met at least once per
term.

give an empirical ‘proof’, ie just to list examples that
supported the statement (such as ‘3 + 5 = 8’). However,
a similar proportion (29 % of the sample) attempted
some kind of structural proof based on the properties
of odd and even numbers (eg that an odd number can
be partitioned into two equal amounts, with one left
over)**.
This provides an ‘existence proof’ that there are
students who have some awareness of the importance
of structure in developing mathematical arguments.
It also raises the possibility that if teachers focus
students’ attention on structure then there might be
many more students who can discern structure and use
it, and not just those in ‘high attaining’ classes as in our
sample***. It was this hypothesis (or belief) that drove
the new project, and I hope that the following chapters
will show that this was justified.
The teachers in both of our groups varied considerably
in terms of age and experience. Some were heads
of mathematics, others had only one or two years’
experience of teaching. Some of them knew each other
well and all seemed used to working collaboratively.
The teachers were highly skilled and it was a pleasure
and privilege to be in their classrooms.
Some of the teachers were familiar with the ideas
and ways of working that I wanted to explore - in
particular, the emphasis on looking for structure - but
others were not. For the latter teachers, it often took
a long time to feel at home with these ideas, and a lot
longer than their rhetoric might have suggested. This
surprised me initially, given their knowledge and skills,
and their enthusiasm for the project, but it brought
home the difficulty of changing one’s practice (as
opposed to changing one’s way of talking about one’s
practice!). However, all the teachers were very willing
(and kind enough) to try out ideas, even if this meant
making a change from their usual way of teaching and
taking risks. Such trials were often very illuminating.
**  A further 19 % gave a proof based on the fact that (in base
10) odd numbers end in 1, 3, 5, 7 or 9 and that the sum of any
two such digits ends in 0, 2, 4, 6 or 8, which characterises
even numbers. Though this is an empirical argument, it is also
exhaustive, ie it applies to all odd numbers. [The test item
was preceded by a multiple choice question in which various
‘proofs’ were given for a statement about the sum of even
numbers, which included this kind of exhaustive proof. We
discuss this further in chapter 2 (page 2.2).]
***  We are not alone in thinking this might be true. For
example, Johnston-Wilder and Mason (2005) write that
“children demonstrate from a very young age that they have
natural powers of locating relationships...” (in Developing
Thinking in Geometry, page 240). Similarly, Blanton suggests
that even with elementary grade students it is possible to
“cultivate habits of mind that attend to the deeper, underlying
structure of mathematics” (in Katz (2007), Algebra: Gateway to
a Technological Future, page 7).

1.

However, they usually only ran over one or two lessons
and, as such, were not extensive enough to provide
evidence of long term change, be it in the students or
the teachers - although all the teachers felt that over the
course of the project they had developed new insights
and ways of working.
I hope that the evidence presented in the chapters that
follow will throw light on the challenges involved in
developing students’ proof arguments and also provide
examples of the fascinating and powerful ways of
thinking that students demonstrated - whether or not
some of these represent permanent changes in their
thinking, ie new habits of mind.
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2 Choosing tasks and approaches to proof
Teachers on the project more often used arithmetic/
algebra tasks than geometry tasks. In part this perhaps
reflects the place of these areas within the National
Curriculum, as well as the teachers’ own knowledge
(none of them were of an age where, for example,
they would have encountered a systematic treatment
of Euclidean proofs when they were at school).
However, it may also be that, at school level at least,
it is easier to engage in numeric rather than geometric
arguments. Thus one can get quite a long way with
a basic understanding of notions like odd and even
and multiple; of course arguments in this area are
likely also to assume things like the commutative and
associative law, but these can often be left implicit.
In geometry, on the other hand, students can rapidly
be faced with a complex web of relationships, where
it is difficult to sort out the givens and to determine
which theorems can be assumed, and which can
easily lead to circular arguments. There are also
difficulties associated with diagrams: what is the
status of a diagram, is it a sketch or is it an accurate
representation, does it represent a specific example or
is it generic, can we take what appears to be true in the
diagram to be true and use this in our proof? Students
had considerable difficulties in producing diagrams
that a. satisfied the givens (eg where a given isosceles
triangle actually looked more or less isosceles)
but that b. were also generic, ie did not include
fortuitous relationships (eg angles or sides looking
to be congruent in the specific diagram when this is
not necessarily the case in general), and c. they had
difficulty analysing the diagram into properties that we
know to be true because they are given (whether they
look it or not) and other properties whose truth may
only be determined by deduction, whether or not they
appear to be true from the diagram.
Also, simple situations in geometry can appear ‘too
simple’, eg being asked to prove that the base angles
of an isosceles triangle are equal. This relationship is
so immediate that it is difficult to find the constituent
parts needed to build a logical argument. It just is.
Consider the proof where a construction line is drawn
from the third angle to the midpoint of the opposite
side, creating two triangles which are congruent
because of SSS. Here, SSS seems more complex than
the relationship we are trying to prove. Or take a proof
where one of the equal sides is ‘folded’ onto the other.
‘Obviously’ the two base angles exactly coincide! How
can it be otherwise?
By contrast, a simple numerical relationship like ‘The
sum of two odd numbers is always even’, though we all
know it to be true, is not as ‘obvious’; here we need to
reveal the structure of even and odd numbers (eg even
numbers can be split into two identical whole numbers,

while odd numbers have an extra 1); this may or may
not be trivial, but the resulting argument, rather than
being merely ‘obvious’ can be quite illuminating. (On
the other hand, the relationship ‘The sum of two even
numbers is always even’ is perhaps too obvious, putting
it on a par with the isosceles triangle relationship.)

Looking for structure
The central idea of all our work is that to produce a
mathematical explanation or proof we need to look for
the structure inherent in a situation. It is not ‘enough’
(ie efficient, sufficient, satisfying, illuminating) just to
find empirical relationships in numerical data, unless
numerical data is all we have. Students’ success in
doing this varied enormously, between and sometimes
within classes. Where students had difficulties this
may in part have been due to the cognitive demands
involved, ie structure may sometimes be difficult
to see, and the relationships difficult to disentangle.
However, students’ difficulties may often have arisen
for a simpler reason, namely that they were not familiar
with this way of seeing mathematics, in terms of
structure. Thus students difficulties might, at least in
part, be due to a lack of initiation. This, we think, is
an important observation and one that teachers can do
something about with relative ease. How far it will take
their students remains to be seen, but it would seem to
be an obvious and extremely worthwhile first step for
teachers to take.
Of course, there are many ways of setting about
looking for structure, and so it is important that
students and teachers learn to recognise them.
However, equally important, and another key idea that
ran through our work, is that teachers and students
need to become more aware that different tasks lend
themselves to different approaches.
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 Polya (1954), in Mathematics and Plausible Reasoning,
Volume 1, chapter 2, gives an interesting account of how Euler
coped with just such a situation, in suggesting and subsequently
proving that the sum of the reciprocals of the squares is π2/6.
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Proof prototypes and item prototypes

of its algebraic form; however there is no coherence
about the set of statements and the last one is flawed, in
other words E is a nonsense argument.

Question A3, shown below, is closely based on an
item developed by Healy and Hoyles. This version
Question A3 was devised as a research question;
comes from the Year 10 proof test that was used in
however, it also makes an interesting classroom
the Longitudinal Proof Project. The question nicely
activity that allows students to interpret and evaluate
illustrates the different ways that students might
the qualities of different kinds of arguments. In the
‘prove’ a statement in number/algebra. Proofs A and
Longitudinal Proof Project Year 10 proof test, A3
C are both desirable prototypes, in that they involve a
was followed by and served as a prompt to a question
(correct) argument based on the (general) structure of
involving a similar statement which students were
even numbers, expressed in algebraic form in A and in
asked to prove themselves: “When you add any
narrative form in C. Proof F uses a visual form, but is
two odd numbers, your answer is always even” (see
also concerned with the structure of even numbers, in
chapter 1) . The
that even numbers are
A3 Aysha, Brian, Coby, Deon, Eric and Fiona were trying to prove whether the following
research confirmed
shown as consisting
statement is true or false:
what was becoming
of two equal parts
When you add any 2 even numbers, your answer is always even.
increasingly clear
(although the degree
from other studies,
to which the structure
that there was a strong
Aysha's answer
is seen as general is
tendency for school
Brian's answer
uncertain, as it depends
a is any whole number.
students to produce
b is any whole number.
on whether the observer
2 24
4 26
2a and 2b are any two even numbers.
empirical ‘proofs’.
sees the arrays of dots
2 46
4 48
2a 2b  2(a b).
Thus, for example,
2
6
8
4
6
10


as representing ‘any’
41 % of our sample of
So Aysha says it's true
even numbers, or the
So Brian says it's true
1512 students chose
specific numbers 10,
the simple empirical
8 and 18). Proof B is
Coby's answer
‘proof’ B as closest to
empirical; it presents
Deon's answer
Even numbers are numbers that can be
their own approach.
divided by 2. When you add numbers with
six examples each of
a common factor, 2 in this case, the answer
Even numbers end in 0, 2, 4, 6 or 8.
will have the same common factor.
However, the picture is
When you add any two of these the
which confirms the
answer will still end in 0, 2, 4, 6 or 8.
more subtle than that.
statement; there is a
So Coby says it's true
So Deon says it's true
When, for example,
hint of generality about
students were asked
the examples in that
to select the proof
they are presented in a
Eric's answer
Fiona's answer
they liked best in A3,
fairly systematic way,
Let x  any whole number, y  any whole number.
many chose a different
suggesting we could
x yz

proof from the one
z
x
y

carry on producing
z yx
that mirrored their
such examples, all
z z (x y)  x y  2z
own approach. The
of which would be
So Fiona says it's true
frequency for option
So Eric says it's true
likely to confirm the
B was now only 17 %,
statement. However,
with option D (the
we cannot be quite sure
........
a) Whose answer do you like best?
general, but nonthat the statement is
structural proof) now
really true (or ‘always
........
b) Whose answer is closest to what you would do?
the most popular (it
true’) and the examples
........
c) Whose answer would get the best mark from your teacher?
was chosen by 35 % of
provide no insight into
the sample). Moreover,
why the statement is
40
%
of
students
chose
one
of
the
structural proofs
true. In other words, B neither fully convinces nor
(mostly
A
or
C
but
occasionally
F)
as the one they liked
explains. Proof D has both empirical and general
best, compared to 25 % when asked for own approach.
features. It says something about all even numbers,
This suggests that though they might not have been
namely that (when written in base 10) they always
sufficiently familiar with structural proofs to be able
end in 0, 2, 4, 6 or 8. But this property, and the similar
to construct them themselves, they could appreciate
property about the sum of even numbers, says nothing
their general and/or structural qualities. (Of course,
about the structure of even numbers, it is simply an
a sizeable proportion chose option E, especially for
empirical generalisation derived from observing a
feature that is fairly immediately apparent. Argument D best mark, which also indicates that students can be
mislead by the surface qualities of a proof.) In turn this
thus provides a proof that convincingly shows that the
suggest that helping students become more familiar
statement is true, but does not effectively explain why.
with structural proofs and encouraging them to produce
Argument E has the appearance of generality because
2.

such proofs themselves could well bear fruit with many
students. Indeed, this formed a major plank of our
activities, as will become clear in later chapters.
However, the purpose of this chapter is rather different.
Just as there are different kinds of ‘proofs’ or proofprototypes, as Question A3 illustrates, so there are
proof items which lend themselves to different initial
approaches. Thus in this chapter we want to highlight
different proof-item prototypes. This is especially
pertinent in the context of number/algebra where
the tendency has developed (probably ever since
‘investigations’ became part of the examination system
in the form of GCE/GCSE coursework) to tackle proof
items in a standard way, namely
• work systematically
• generate data
• make a table
• look for numerical patterns
• describe the pattern (express in general form)
• explain the pattern.
We want to argue that though this is sometimes an
effective way to tackle a problem, often it is not and
instead it all to often becomes displacement activity
resulting from a conspiracy (or didactic contract)
between teachers and students (whereby students agree
to produce a lot of ‘work’ and the teacher excuses them
from having to think mathematically about what they
are doing).

put the resulting values (pattern number and number of
matchsticks) into a table, and then (not shown) to find
a rule for calculating the number of matchsticks. Such
preliminary steps before making the generalisation
are likely to be quite unnecessary for many students,
given that one can see the relationship (between the
numbers of white and grey tiles in our task, or between
the number of hexagons and matchsticks in the case of
the Key Maths item) from the geometrical arrangement
of the tiles or matchsticks. We would further argue
that the abstraction involved in going from the tile or
matchstick pattern to putting numbers in a table may
actually divert students from looking for the structure
inherent in the pattern. Of course, it is possible that
for some students and for some patterns, it helps to
consider several configurations of the given pattern
and perhaps even to draw some of the configurations
oneself. Perhaps, if students want to do this, they
should be allowed to do so (if only to let them discover
that drawing a pattern can be fraught with difficulties
and may sometimes be counter-productive!). However,
it should be regarded as a fall-back strategy when one
is well and truly stuck, rather than as the default first
step.

In the Longitudinal Proof Project research with high
attaining secondary school students, 47% of our sample
(N=1512) successfully made the far generalisation
in question A1 in Year 8 (ie gave the answer 126
together with a
Consider item A1 (right)
satisfactory explanation
from our Year 8 and Year A1 Lisa has some white square tiles and some grey square tiles.
or working). (These
They are all the same size.
10 proof tests, which
same students met
involves a familiar tileShe makes a row
the question again
pattern context. In this
of white tiles.
when they were in
item, students are asked
Year 10: the success
about the configuration
rate increased to 70%,
She surrounds the white
containing 60 white tiles,
and there was also a
tiles by a single layer
and so are immediately
of grey tiles.
marked increase in the
required to make a ‘far
quality of students’
generalisation’. The item
explanations, with
How many grey tiles does she need to surround a row of 60 white tiles?
beneath it (concerning
more references to
matchsticks) shows a
Show how you obtained your answer.
variables and more use
more typical version
of algebraic notation.)
of such a task (taken
Though these students
from Key Maths book
were drawn only from
9.3). In this second task,
the top one or two
students are presented
mathematics sets in
with several, ordered
their school, the success
configurations, starting
rates are high enough
with the smallest
to suggest that it would
possible configuration.
be worth encouraging
They are asked to
a far broader range of
draw the next two
students to embark,
configurations and to
from the start, on far
 We are using the term ‘proof’ here in the manner of Harel and generalisations for geometric patterns such as those in
Sowder, ie not in a precisely defined mathematical sense but
A1. In the event, some project teachers did precisely
rather to denote any argument that the user might describe as a
this with considerable success, as we discuss later.
proof.
2.

Our results on A1 are interesting for another
reason. Even though students were shown only one
configuration and asked to make a far generalisation
straight away, we found that a sizeable minority of
students seemed to ignore the geometric properties
of the tile-pattern and focussed instead just on
the numbers involved in the given and desired
configuration (the given configuration has 6 white tiles
and 18 grey tiles, and students are asked for the number
of grey tiles in the configuration containing 60 white
tiles). Thus 35% of the Year 8 students, falling to 21%
in Year 10, gave the answer 180 to question A1, based
on one of two number-pattern spotting strategies:
either, 10×6=60, 10×18=180 (ie, there are 10 times
as many white tiles in the new configuration as in
the given configuration, so there will be 10 times
as many grey tiles in the new configuration as in
the given configuration)
or, 6×3=18, 60×3=180 (ie, there are 3 times
as many grey tiles as white tiles in the given
configuration, so there will be 3 times as many
grey tiles as white tiles in the new configuration).
We deliberately designed question A1 to contain
numbers that would entice students to use these
number-pattern spotting strategies. However, we still
think these percentages are very high, given the nature
of our sample. It seems likely that many of our students
were susceptible to these number-pattern spotting
approaches at least in part because of the way they had
been taught. This reiforces our argument that students
should be made more aware of alternative strategies,
in particular that of focussing directly on the structure
inherent in the context.
By way of contrast, we now consider a task where the
systematic generation of data is an effective way of
starting:
Which products of 3 consecutive numbers are
multiples of 24 ? Explain why.

This task can of course be tackled by thinking about
structure from the outset (though we have never
observed anyone doing so!). Here, it seems, it is
hard to resist considering at least one or two cases,
eg 1×2×3=6 and 2×3×4=24. Continuing in this way,
one soon discovers that products that start with an
even number are always multiples of 24. It is then
tempting to think that this has answered the first part
of the task, ie that we have identified all cases giving
a multiple of 24. In fact, some products which start
 A structural argument might go like this: If I have three
consecutive numbers, one of them must be a multiple of 3. So
if one of the numbers is a multiple of 8 (eg, 8×9×10, 7×8×9,
6×7×8, etc) I will always get a multiple of 24. I will also get
a multiple of 8 (and hence of 24) if the first number is even as
this means that the last number will also be even and that one of
these must be a multiple of 4 (with the other a multiple of 2).

2.

with an odd number also give a multiple of 24, for
example 7×8×9=504. These cases can easily remain
undiscovered unless one generates a fairly large and
systematic set of examples. A particularly effective way
of doing this is with a software package like Excel,
where it is relatively simple to construct formulae to
evaluate products and to test whether they are multiples
of (or divisible by) 24 and where these can rapidly be
applied to many cases using the copy down facility.
Such a table of data is shown below.
From the table we
A
B
C P=A×B×C P/24
can readily induce
1
2
3
6
0.25
that the product is a
2
3
4
24
1
multiple of 24 when
3
4
5
60
2.5
the first number is
4
5
6
120
5
5
6
7
210
8.75
even, or when the
6
7
8
336
14
middle number is
7
8
9
504
21
a multiple of 8.
8
9 10
720
30
(There are obviously
9 10 11
990
41.25
10 11 12
1320
55
other equivalent
11
12
13
1716
71.5
formulations, eg
12 13 14
2184
91
“the middle number
13 14 15
2730 113.75
is odd or a multiple
14 15 16
3360 140
of 8”, or “the first
15 16 17
4080 170
16 17 18
4896 204
number is even or 1
17
18
19
5814 242.25
less than a multiple
18 19 20
6840 285
of 8”.) Thus we can
19 20 21
7980 332.5
now confidently
20 21 22
9240 385
10626 442.75
assume that we have 21 22 23
22 23 24
12144 506
all the cases, ie a
23 24 25
13800 575
complete answer
24 25 26
15600 650
to the first part of
25 26 27
17550 731.25
the task. However,
26 27 28
19656 819
27
28
29
21924 913.5
it still remains to
28
29
30
24360 1015
explain why this
29 30 31
26970 1123.75
result is true, which
30 31 32
29760 1240
means looking for
31 32 33
32736 1364
32 33 34
35904 1496
structure in the
sets of multiples
that fit the rule. This may still be quite a challenging
task, depending on how familiar students are with the
properties of consecutive numbers (eg, given a multiple
of 3, every 3rd subsequent consecutive number is a
multiple of 3, etc).
We next consider a task which is commonly tackled by
building up a sequential set of cases, but which can be
solved more directly by considering a generic case:
Some (infinite) straight lines are drawn so that
every line intersects every other line. How many
points of intersection are there for n lines?
Explain why.
This can be solved inductively by considering the
number of intersections for 1, 2, 3, 4, etc lines and
finding a rule that fits the resulting numbers. Thus
students might start by drawing diagrams and putting

the results in a table (see below). However, this
approach has several pitfalls. First, the diagrams can
be difficult to draw - how does one know that every
line has been drawn to cross every other line? How

Number of lines

1

2

3

4

5

Number of intersections

0

1

3

6

10

does one know that every point of intersection has been
counted? Then, unless one knows some technique like
the method of differences, how does one find a rule that
fits the numbers? Also the task of drawing, counting,
and recording can easily turn into a displacement
activity, ie it becomes an excuse for not thinking about
structure and not striving for insight.
By generating successive terms or configurations,
students may end up adopting an iterative approach,
whereby they compare one term with the next. This can
lead to insight, and to an efficient rule for the nth term,
but it often does not. In the present task, the number of
intersections increases by 1, 2, 3, 4..., as can be seen
from the table above, ie the 2nd line produces 1 extra
point of intersection, the 3rd line 2 extra points, and
so on. This might lead to the insight that the 10th line,
say, produces 9 extra points and the nth line (n – 1)
extra points, but it is also likely to result in a rule for
the total number of points that is expressed ‘iteratively’
rather than in a ‘closed’ form. Thus it is likely to lead
to the expression 1 + 2 + 3 + ... ... + (n – 1) for the total
number of points of intersection (where the number
of terms in the expression depends on the value of
n), rather than the closed expression n(n – 1) ÷ 2. (Of
course, we can derive the second expression from the
first by using our knowledge of arithmetic progressions
or by, say, writing the first expression again in reverse
order and summing aligned terms...)
An alternative approach is to look at the problem (as
Polya puts it), ie to look for structure rather than data,
from the very start. And for this particular task it also
helps to look at the set of lines in a generic (or static)
rather than an iterative (or dynamic) way. Given that
every line cuts every other line, then if there are 10
lines, say, every line cuts 9 other lines; or if there are n
lines, every line cuts n – 1 other lines. That is the key.
And so there are 10 × 9 points of intersection altogether
for a configuration of 10 lines - except that we have to
divide by 2 because every point is generated by two
lines and we would otherwise be counting points twice.
And so for n lines there are or n(n – 1) ÷ 2 points.
It should be emphasised that we are not trying to say
that we, or our students, must solve particular problems
 Though there are tasks, such as proving Euler’s rule about
the numbers of faces, edges and vertices of polyhedra, where an
iterative approach helps, as we discuss later.

in particular ways. Rather, we want to develop an
awareness, for ourselves and for our students, that there
are different ways of solving problems and that it may
turn out (even if we can’t always tell in advance) that
some ways are particularly well suited to solving
some problems. ‘Making a table’ has become a
default strategy in many classrooms, from notions
that are perfectly sound but which don’t always
offer the best course of action: for example, the
notion that one should ‘explore’ or ‘get a feel
for’ a situation or problem and that one should be
systematic and ‘look for patterns’.
We consider now another example of a task which
is often solved inductively (ie by generating data
and looking for patterns) but which again, like the
intersecting lines task, can effectively be solved
generically, by looking at the problem. The task
concerns a square grid of matchsticks:
This is a 3 by 3 square of matchsticks.
How many matchsticks are needed for

3

• a 20 by 20 square
• an n by n square?

3

A common way to solve this task is to draw several
matchstick arrays and to construct a table, with the
hope of finding a rule for the numbers in the table:
width total
1
2
3
4

1

4

2

12

3

24

4

40

However, as with the previous task, one can also
approach it by simply looking at the problem, ie by
taking, say, the 3 by 3 array and treating it generically.
Thus for example, one can
construe the 3 by 3 array as
4 rows of 3 matches and 4
columns of 3 matches, or, for
a 20 by 20 array, 21 rows of
20 matches and 21 columns
of 20 matches, or, for an n by
n array, as
(n + 1) × n × 2 or 2n(n + 1)
4 rows of 3 matches and ...
matches.
What is also nice about this task is that one can
construe an array in different but equivalent ways.
For example, the 3 by 3 array can be thought of as
3 rows of 3 L-shapes, where each L is made of two
matchsticks, plus a row and column of 3 matchsticks
along the top and the right hand side, which makes a
2.

total of 3 × 3 × 2 + 3 + 3, or,
in the general case, n × n ×
2 + n + n matchsticks. The
challenge now is to show
that this is equivalent to the
earlier expression, 2n(n + 1).
We now consider a task
which at first sight is similar
to the points-of-intersection
task discussed above:

approach, by considering lots of cases and searching
for a rule that fits the resulting values. However, as we
will see from the task we consider next, we can then
never be sure that our rule will fit all possible values.
This next task, sometimes called Pancakes, is even
more intractable than the regions task:

3 rows of 3 L-shapes and...

If n straight lines all intersect each other (inside
a circle), how many regions do they make (inside
the circle)? Explain why.

The diagram (below) shows the situation where 4 lines
have been drawn, which, as can be seen, produces 11
regions. (The circle is not really needed, but it means
that all the regions are finite and ‘closed’.)

n points are drawn on a circle. A line is drawn
from each point to every other point. What is the
maximum number of regions that can be formed
inside the circle? Explain why.

This task is much more challenging and a solution
will not be given here. If one considers the first few
cases, the growth in the number of regions seems to
fit a simple pattern - the number doubles each time (as
shown in the table below). However, what is interesting
from our point of view is that this pattern breaks down.
Number of

Maximum
number of

This task is less ‘transparent’
dots regions
than the points-of2
1
1
intersection task. There, if
1
7
2
2
one had drawn 4 lines one
6
10
3
4
could, with relative ease,
9
5
see that each line intersects
4
8
the
3
other
lines,
making
5
16
8
11
4×3÷2 points of intersection
6
?
altogether. But how many
4 lines, ll regions
regions does each line
If one carefully counts the number of regions in the
produce? The answer seems far from obvious. What
6-dot diagram shown above (which is not a trivial
is perhaps easier to see is how many extra regions are
task), it turns out there are 31 regions, not 32 (see also
produced when a new line is added. For example, if
the diagram on page 2.1). Thus Pancakes provides a
a 5th line were added to the above diagram it would
create 5 extra regions, because as it meets its first line it useful (and dramatic) reminder that we need to take
creates an extra region, as it does for each of the 4 lines care when making generalisations on the basis of
empirical evidence, without the support of a structural
that it meets, with the creation of 1 further region as
explanation.
it meets the circle again. This ‘incremental’ argument
allows us to produce a rule expressed iteratively: when
Earlier (footnote 4) we mentioned Euler’s Relationship
there are 0 lines there is 1 region; drawing the 1st line
which states that the number of faces (F), vertices (V)
produces 1 extra region; the 2nd line produces 2 extra
and Edges (E) of a simple polyhedron is given by the
regions; and so on. So n lines produce 1 + 1 + 2 + 3 +
formula F + V = E + 2. The equivalent relationship for
4 + ... ... + n regions. Now, with sufficient experience
the number of regions (R), nodes (N) and arcs (A) of a
or insight, this can be turned into a closed expression,
simple network is R + N = A + 2.
namely 1 + n(n + 1)÷2. It will be recalled, a similar
incremental approach is possible for the
Case 1
Case 2
Case 3
points-of-intersection task, where the nth line
produces (n – 1) extra points, giving 0 + 1 +
2 + ... ... + (n – 1) points in all, which can be
written as n(n – 1)÷2. However, as we argued
earlier, this is not as intuitable or direct as
1 extra node,
original
1 extra node,
1 extra arc,
2 extra arcs,
the generic argument that each of the n lines
network:
1 extra arc:
1 extra region:
1 extra region:
R+N=A+2
R+N=A+2
R+N=A+2
R+N=A+2
intersects in (n – 1) points, which makes
3+4=5+2
3+5=6+2
4+4=6+2
4+5=7+2
n(n – 1)÷2 points in all.
3

4

Thus with the regions task, it seems that we cannot
(at least, not easily) use a generic approach and so
have to resort to an incremental approach instead.
Alternatively, we could adopt a purely empirical
2.

 A nice solution is given by S Hart in Symmetry Plus, 32,
Spring 2007. See also Beevers (1994) Patterns which aren’t,
Mathematics in School, 23, 5 and Anderson (1995) Patterns
which aren’t are!, Mathematics in School, 24, 2.

The relationship holds for the first network shown in
the above diagram (if we include the ‘outside’ region).
But how do we prove it is (always) true? Just as with
the lines-and-regions task discussed earlier (but in
contrast to the points-of-intersection task) it is difficult
to see why the relationship holds simply by ‘inspecting’
a given (or generic) network. However, we can begin to
make sense of the relationship by changing a network
in incremental ways. Thus consider the changes made
to our original network in the three cases shown above.

These are both well-known, standard proofs, using
basic geometrical properties that one might expect
many secondary students to know - which suggests that
many students may well be able to follow the proofs.
(Though this still begs the question of how does one, or
how did Euclid, hit upon such a proof?)
For some of the generalisation tasks discussed earlier
(tile patterns, matchstick arrays, line-crossings, etc), we
have argued that a static (generic) approach can often
be more direct and illuminating than the more usual
iterative (dynamic) approach. In the case of the current
theorem (Interior angle sum of triangle), the classic (ie
Euclidean) approach is static (generic), as it is for other
familiar geometry theorems (eg the circle theorems).
However, though this approach is logically coherent
(and hence ‘convincing’), it may not always give us
(or our students) a good sense of why these familiar
geometry theorems are true, eg why the angle sum is
invariant for all triangles - a result which, if it weren’t
so familiar to us, might actually seem rather surprising!

In each case, the changes are balanced: whatever
change happens to the value of the left hand side
of the formula, the same happens to the right. So
if the original values of R, N and A satisfy Euler’s
Relationship, the new values do too. We have here
the beginnings of a proof of the relationship by
mathematical induction.
This kind of approach, whether we call it term-byterm, dynamic, iterative or incremental, seems to be
relatively rare in school geometry, even though we
have written about its over-use in ‘investigational’
work. Consider one of the most familiar school
geometry theorems:

To get a better sense of such invariance, it is worth
supplementing the standard approach with a dynamic
treatment. One obvious way of doing this is to drag
a point, as illustrated by the sequence below for
Construction A (this can be done using dynamic
geometry software, or by means of sketches or in one’s
imagination). Although all the angles change in size,

The interior angle sum of a triangle (in a plane)
is 180˚.

Typically, this theorem is proved ‘statically’. A ‘single’
triangle is drawn (a ‘generic’ triangle, ie one that is
meant, at least implicitly, to represent ‘all’ triangles).
The proof then involves drawing a line parallel to
one of the sides and then using angle properties of
parallel lines to show that the angles in the triangle are
equivalent to angles on a straight line. Two possible
approaches (Construction A and Construction B) are
shown below.
Construction A
u

b

a

c

a

b

u

b

a

a

c

w

In Construction A, a line is drawn through a vertex,
parallel to the opposite side.
So angle a = angle u, and angle c = angle v (alternate
angles), and so a + b + c = u + b + v = 180 (angles on a
straight line).
In Construction B, an exterior angle is first created at
one of the vertices by extending one of the sides, and a
line (or this time just a ray) is then drawn through that
vertex, parallel to the opposite side.
So angle a = angle v, and angle b = angle w
(corresponding and alternate angles), and so
a + b + c = v + w + c = 180 (angles on a straight line).

u

v

a

c

b

v

c

the previous equalities still hold, ie it is still the case
that a = u, c = v and a + b + c = u + b + c = 180˚.
Another approach is to consider what happens
when one of the sides is rotated slightly, as in
the sequence below. Here it is fairly clear that
as the angle b increases, the angle c decreases,
but of course one still needs to show that the
increase (x) exactly balances the decrease
(y). (Note here that we are struggling with a
common ambiguity in geometry, where the

b

c

b

a

c

Construction B

v

u

v

v

b

b

b

x
y

a

c

a

c

a

c

 Some teachers will have been introduced to this kind of proof
through the Key Stage 3 Framework document (DfEE, 2001).
When Healy and Hoyles presented a set of ‘proofs’ of the theorem
to a group of nearly 100 teachers in 1996, including a practical
‘proof’ of tearing off corners, 26 % chose the practical ‘proof’ as
nearest to what they would do. With a similar sample of teachers in
2002, this went down to 10 %.
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symbol “b”, for example, is being used simultaneously
to represent the name of an angle and its size - actually,
it’s worse here, as “b” is also being used to refer to a
specific angle and to a family of angles!)
A variant of such a dynamic approach is to start with
a triangle whose angles we ‘know’, so that we can
establish that not only is the angle sum constant, it
comes to two right angles
(180˚). The triangle might,
for example, be formed by
cutting a square along a
diagonal (and hence with
45˚
angles of 45˚, 90˚ and 45˚),
or be one that is infinitely
tall (and hence with angles
90˚
45˚
90˚
90˚
90˚, 90˚ and 0˚).

approach are presented. Thus it is suggested that
students start by generating the first few arrangements
of the matchstick pattern** and then find a pattern in
the numbers generated (eg, the numbers 4, 7, 10, 13
go up in 3s). It is then suggested that this is explained
(‘justified’) in terms of the context, ie the structure
of the matchstick pattern (“Every square needs three
matches, plus one more for the first square”). This is
sound advice, as long as this search for a justification is
not seen as just an afterthought.

In this chapter we have looked at a variety of ways
of tackling tasks involving generalisation and proof.
We have argued that, in UK schools at least, there
is an over-reliance on an empirical approach, where
students generate data, look for patterns and then
finally, perhaps, look for a structural explanation for
their patterns. We have shown that often it is possible
to look for structure much earlier on and we feel that
teachers and students should be made more aware of
this. However, we are not trying to say that the latter
approach is always to be preferred. Exploring a task by
generating examples might help students understand
the task better - and a systematic, dynamic approach
may be particularly helpful for developing a feel for
ideas in geometry. Student-exploration might also lead
to the discovery of interesting and unexpected patterns
- and give students a greater sense of ownership and
commitment to the task.
The effectiveness of a particular approach varies with
the task being investigated and/or with the stage that
the investigation has reached, eg with some tasks one
might adopt a more empirical approach while one is
forming conjectures, and a more structural approach as
one tries to prove them.
These ideas are not new. For example on page
154 of the Key Stage 3 Framework document for
mathematics, we find this statement of attainment
for sequences and
functions. Here the
notion of looking for
structure is implicit
in the reference to
‘context’.
On the same page, there follows an example involving
matchsticks, where both an empirical and a structural
 See Morgan, C (1998) Writing Mathematically, or Roper, T
(1999) in A. Orton (Ed) Pattern in the Teaching and Learning of
Mathematics, Chapter 12.
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**  This is perhaps fair enough as the matchstick pattern is
presented as a ‘growth pattern’ and as the work is on sequences.
However, SMP 11-16 got round this by emphasising the
existence of a rule between the number of matchsticks and
squares that allowed one to generate any example of the
pattern, rather than having to start at ‘term 1’, and by presenting
individual arrays in a more or less random order. Of course,
a term-by-term (incremental) approach can be useful in other
mathematical areas, for example when one is looking at
functions, and in particular at the gradients of their graphs.

3 Making far generalisations to see structure
Tile patterns I visited a lesson where the teacher was
using question A1 (see page 2.3) from the Year 8 proof
test with her students. In contrast to the high attaining
students who took part in the Longitudinal Proof
Project research, this class was a low attaining Year 7
set (set 3 out of 4).

32 white tiles above and below the row, with another 6
along the sides, making 38 white tiles in all.
To push this a bit further, I asked him to consider the
case of 100 grey tiles. The picture below shows the
whole mini white board, with the drawing for this new
case along the bottom.

In the teacher’s version of A1, a row of grey tiles was
to be surrounded by a layer of white tiles. She started
by considering the case of 1 and then 2 grey tiles. This
is what she drew and wrote on the board.

The students were using mini white boards to explore
the situation, which allowed them to take risks as their
work could easily be rubbed out again. I sat next to a
student who had successfully drawn the case of two
grey tiles (below).
As can be seen from
this detail, he had
numbered the white
tiles - perhaps to
indicate how he had
determined the total
or perhaps just to
verifying that the
answer is indeed 10.
To get away from counting and to focus on the
structure instead, I asked him to think of a ‘large’
number of grey tiles. He came up with ‘16’ and so I
asked him how many white tiles this would require.
He started by sketching each individual grey tile.
However, he then adopted a schematic, structural
approach to represent
the white tiles,
rather than relying
on counting. The
numbers written above
the sketch provide
fairly clear markers
of how he arrived at
the total: effectively,
a row of 16 grey tiles
produces altogether

He again produced a schematic diagram, this time for
the grey as well as the white tiles, which clearly shows
the structure of the situation. And to the right of the
diagram he has written the correct number of white
tiles, 206 (the number to the left, 306, presumably
represents the total number of grey and white tiles).
I think that this is an impressive example of what
students can achieve when encouraged to do so.
Of course, this was not an entirely typical situation
- the teacher has high expectations of her class and
in addition this student had an adult sitting with him
taking a sustained interest in his work and giving
encouragement.
Bad hair day I visited another Year 7 set 3 (out of 4)
class in another school, where during the latter part of
a lesson the teacher was using a task she called Bad
hair day. She projected the diagram below on the white
board and explained to the class that she wanted to

know the total number of squares needed for the face
and hair for any given day. Though she presented three
drawings, she only discussed the number of squares
needed for Day 3. She then asked for the number of
squares for Day 6, Day 20 and Day 100, ie she very
quickly asked the students to make far generalisations.
Most students found the number of squares for Day
6 by drawing the configuration and counting squares.
However, as hoped, they adopted more mathematical
strategies for the far generalisations, based on the
3.

general structure of the Bad hair day pattern. The
students found the tasks challenging. Nonetheless, most
achieved a reasonable degree of success, sufficient
to be encouraged rather than daunted by the task.
(However, students tended to show little working and
to rub-out mistakes, so it is difficult to gauge individual
students’ success solely from their scripts - especially
as they also had the opportunity to change their
answers in the light of the whole-class discussion. The
script below, from student RG, is fairly typical. The
various answers are all correct but some might well
have been changed in the light of the class discussion.)

The script below (for Bad hair day) does show some
working. As well as drawing Day 6, the student
has shown how the result can be calculated (albeit
using rather loose notation: 6 + 6 = 12 + 4). Treated
generically, this would provide a useful model for
calculating other Day totals though it is not clear

whether the student has actually done this. Thus for
Day 20, he has written “20+20” but left out the “+4”
term, though he has written the correct answer. He also
provides a calculation for finding the Day number for
68 squares (which starts, “68−4 64”) though he initially
gives the answer 34 rather than 32. Most interesting,
perhaps, is the nice schematic drawing for Day 100 at
the bottom-right of the page, though again he makes a
mistake, first writing 200 before changing this to 204.

RG’s working down the left hand side shows the
drawing and correct answer for Day 6 and the correct
answers for Day 20 and Day 100. Then at the very
bottom there is a correct formula for Day d which
arose from a teacher-led discussion. The students were
also asked to determine the Day that would lead to 68
squares, and it can be seen that RG initially gave the
answer 34 rather than 32, which was quite a common
response amongst these students. Finally, the formula
in the middle of the page, S = D×3 + 4, is for a variant
task introduced by the teacher, Really bad hair day,
which involved a 4-square face with 3 strands of hair
rather than 2. The script below is rather similar but
contains a nice verbal formula for the Really bad hair
day pattern: “The day number is the number of squares
in a hair. Times it by 3 and plus 4 and then you have
your number”.

3.

The student below has also changed several of his
answers. He eventually writes the correct answer for
Day 100 though it is not clear where this comes from
- the vertical addition sum shown at the bottom-left of
the page (44+44+44+44+44=220) suggests that at one
stage he might have been trying to evaluate Day 100 by
scaling the result for Day 20.

Overall, I felt this lesson was a great success, even though
the students in this low attaining maths set did make a large
number of errors (which were often to do with keeping track of
information). The students were engaged in the tasks and not
discouraged by the difficulties they encountered. Being asked to
make far generalisations helped students focus on the structure of
the Bad hair tasks and many seemed to gain genuine insight. Of
course students’ responses to this approach varied. For example,
the student whose work is shown on the right seemed completely
to resist the request to generalise, in that he attempted to evaluate
the Day totals by simply counting from one term to the next.
However, such an approach was very rare in this lesson, probably
because the teacher deliberately chose large Day numbers and
avoided asking students to evaluate sequential terms.

The same teacher had also tried the Bad
hair tasks with a Year 9 class (also set 3 of
4). This time students were initially asked
to evaluate the number of tiles for Days 10,
100 and 17. The lesson again worked very
well and the students made fewer ‘careless’
errors than the Year 7 class. They were also
better at writing explanations, as the first
two extracts on the left indicate. Thus for
Day 10, the first student has written a very
clear verbal explanation (“I added two 10’s
on either side and added 4 from the face”)
while the second student has shown very
clear working (“24 10 + 10 + the 4 on the
face”).
On the third extract, bottom left, the student
has attempted to use a scaling method to
evaluate Day 10. Thus he has doubled
the number of squares for Day 5, and so
arriving at 28 rather than 24 squares. This
provoked an interesting class discussion,
with one student saying the method can’t
be right as it would produce a pattern with
two faces. This is an impressive structural
argument, perhaps made easier by the fact
that the Bad hair patterns are figurative
rather than just consisting of abstract
geometric shapes.
In the event, and disappointingly perhaps,
the discussion did not push this student into
looking for a structural method. Instead
he resorted to the safety of term by term
counting, like the Year 7 student above.
3.

Lyn

Lyle

Matchstick square grids This same teacher also
used a matchstick task with the Year 7 set 3 (of 4) class
who had been given the Bad hair tasks. In one lesson
she gave out an A5 sheet showing two copies of a 3
by 3 matchstick grid. The students were asked to find
efficient ways of finding the total number of matches
and to show this by colouring groups of matches. We
look at the work of three students, Lyn, Lyle and Gail.
In Lyn’s first drawing (above, left) she has structured
the grid into (green) rows and (brown) columns. The
structure in her second drawing is more complex
and can be thought of as an outer (green) border, two
(brown) crosses and two (red) L-shapes. This structure
is probably not easily generalisable, in contrast to the
first one.

Gail

These and other students’ drawings suggest that most
of the students in this low attaining set could find
effective ways of structuring the matchstick array.
However, a follow-up lesson suggests that these
students did not yet have the experience to discriminate
between effective (in the sense of efficient and/or easily
generalisable) and less effective structures. In this
second lesson students were asked to predict and then
find a way of determining the number of matchsticks in
a 4 by 4, a 5 by 5 and a 10 by 10 array.
The extract below shows the first page of Lyn’s work
in this second lesson. As can be seen, her predictions
are not correct: 34 rather than 40 for the 4 by 4 grid;
44 rather than 60 for the 5 by 5; 84 rather than 220

Lyle’s first structuring (above, middle)
consists of rows (blue) and columns (yellow),
like Lyn’s. His second structuring can be
viewed as an outer (blue-grey) border and
two inner (yellow) rows and (blue) columns.
This is again more complex than the first
structure but could be generalised quite
easily.
Finally, Gail’s first structuring (above, right)
appears to be the same as Lyn’s second, ie it
can be viewed as an outer (blue) border, two
(red) crosses and two (blue-black) Ls; her
second drawing is more ambiguous: it can be
thought of as a set of zig-zags (eg, starting
at the top right corner we have zig-zags of
2 blue, 4 red, 6 blue, 6 red, 4 blue and 2 red
matches). However, the numbers written
in the outer squares fit a different (though
equally legitimate) structure.
3.

Lyn: lesson 2, page 1

for the 10 by 10 grid. However, she is
honest and perhaps confident enough not
to change her predictions. She has a nice,
systematic method for evaluating the 4 by
4 grid, although it does not match either of
the ways in which she structured the 3 by
3 grid in lesson 1. It can be seen from the
way she has coloured her drawing (above)
and from the various 4s written on the
diagram that she has counted the 4 lines of
4 matchsticks around the outside, the 3 rows
of 4 and the 3 columns of 4. She now does
show some consistency in that she uses the
same method for the 5 by 5 grid and does
so successfully (her page 2, shown here on
the right). Moreover she applies the method
to the 10 by 10 grid and at a greater level
of abstraction in that she does this without
a diagram. This is impressive, though she
makes the mistake of thinking there are 10
inner rows and columns rather than 9.
The structures used by Lyle in lesson 2
differ from those in lesson 1, as was the case
with Lyn. Furthermore, he is inconsistent
within lesson 2. His method for the 4 by 4
grid is unsystematic, though he comes close
to finding the right number of matchsticks
(see adjacent diagram). However he does
use a systematic structuring for the 5 by 5
grid and copes with it very well, despite its
complexity (his only mistake is to evaluate
15 × 3 as 48 rather than 45).

Lyn: lesson 2, page 2
Lyle: lesson 2

Lyle’s response for the 10 by 10 grid is
particularly interesting. He draws only a
schematic diagram and it would appear from
this and the numbers he has written nearby
(in particular the four 10s and the 40, and the
calculation 8 × 10 = 80 written twice) that
this time he has come up with a somewhat
simpler and more easily generalisable
structure, namely a border of matchsticks
around the outside, with rows and columns
inside. This is similar to the structure used by
Lyn for the 10 by 10 grid (but whereas she
mistakenly thought there were 10 inners row
and columns rather than 9, he thinks there
are 8). As with Lyn, this attempt to structure
the 10 by 10 grid is impressive and would
seem to indicate the beginnings of a fruitful
generalisation. Moreover, it seems likely that
this was brought on by the teacher’s careful
choice of a grid-size which is relatively large
and therefore difficult and time-consuming
to draw properly. (It is interesting to consider
whether a 20 by 20 grid, say, might have
been even better!)
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It will be recalled that Gail’s ways of
structuring the 3 by 3 grid were fairly
complex and not easily generalisable. This
was also the case in lesson 2. She structured
each grid differently and in the case of the
10 by 10 she tried to incorporate a scaling
method. First she argued that “You can fit 4
5×5 grids” into the the 10 by 10 grid (see the
adjacent diagram), but she then seemed to be
faced with the dilemma of what to do with
the overlaps, indicated in particular by the
vertical blue line. She then tried to use four
lots of 4 by 4 grids, together with a crosspattern of matches in the middle, as can be
seen from her drawing below.

Though Gail did not manage to draw or
construe this cross accurately, and though
this approach can not easily be generalised,
the schematic nature of her diagram is worth
noting: again, it suggests she is beginning
to work at a level which is concerned more
with overall structure than specific detail.
And again it can be argued that being asked
to consider the relatively large 10 by 10 grid
has helped bring this on.
Looking back at these two lessons, it may
well be that there was a tension between
wanting students to produce alternative
ways of structuring a given situation
(lesson 1) and wanting them to generalise
(lesson 2). Finding alternatives can be a
valuable activity. It can be both creative and
empowering and thus highly motivating.
It signals to students that their ideas are
valued and that in mathematics there are not
always unique right methods or answers.
In the present context it can also lead to
challenging work on showing that different
structures are equivalent, which is perhaps
especially instructive once the structures
have been expressed algebraically. Also,
having alternatives allows students to start
to discriminate between them and to begin
3.

Gail: lesson 2, page 1

to appreciate their qualities, especially in terms of how simple,
systematic and generalisable different structures might be. Having
given the students considerable freedom in these two lessons, a
fruitful next step might be for the class (or teacher) to choose two
of the structures that the students came up with and to consider
how easily each structure can be applied to arrays of different
size. In this way the teacher can make explicit the notion that we
want structures that can be generalised. At a suitable time this can
of course be broadened to include more of the structures that the
students devised.
Red beetles and green beetles I also observed this teacher with
another low attaining Year 7 class (set 4 of 4). The lesson involved
square grids of red
beetles and green beetles
spaced alternately, with
students being asked to
determine the number
of red beetles in a given
array. (The picture shows
a 3 by 3 grid, with redgreen-red on the top row,
green-red-green on the
second row, etc.)

The teacher began by displaying a
single red beetle on the white board,
which she called a 1×1 grid, and asked
the class to predict the number of red
beetles in a 2×2 grid. Of course, at this
stage there was no way of knowing the
answer, which gradually dawned on
the students, especially when the 2×2
grid was revealed and they found their
predictions to be wrong. This sensitised
the class to the question of when and
how can one recognise a pattern. Also,
the students enjoyed their teacher
playing a trick on them, as indicated by
the response to Q2 shown on the right.
And this nicely made the point that
it’s OK to be wrong when exploring a
mathematical situation.

Students were then asked to find ways of ‘counting’ the
number of red beetles for square grids of various sizes.
This is actually quite a complex task as the situation is
different for odd and even sizes.
We also discovered that some students had more basic
difficulties concerned with drawing the patterns. Thus
in the three examples above, the first shows a 10×9
grid, the second a 9×9 though labelled a 10×10, and
the third an 11×10. Also in two of these three drawings
the students had difficulty keeping to the alternating
pattern.
On the other hand some students developed fairly
systematic ways of counting the ‘red’ beetles, as in
the three examples below. In the first, which shows an

Kath

8×8 grid, Kath has determined that there are four ‘red’
beetles in each row. The dots and numbers next to the
grid suggest that she has successfully shortened the
task by counting in pairs of rows, leading to 8, 16, (24),
32 beetles.
The second student below, John, has also counted the
‘red’ (ie blue-green!) beetles in rows. He has drawn
one row too many, but has nicely summarised the totals
(with “4×4” indicating 4 rows of 4 beetles and “4×3”
indicating 4 rows of 3).
The third student, Gina, has counted in diagonal lines.
She starts in an accurate and systematic way, but her
counting breaks down for the last two lines, perhaps
because she is distracted by the surplus row.

John

Gina
3.

In the next lesson, the teacher gave the students a set
of worksheets designed to help them generalise their
methods of counting. Students were given partially
drawn even (6×6) and odd (7×7) grids which they
had to complete and then write methods for counting
the red beetles. They were then given large partially
drawn even (46×46) and odd (35×35) grids, placed
on the worksheet in such a way that they could not
be completed, but for which they again had to write
methods for counting the red beetles.
The worksheets were very effective, especially the
large grids, which really seemed to help students
think about their methods in more general terms.
However, as we found with students who worked on
the matchsticks tasks, their methods were not always
consistent within or between lessons.
We look first at Kath, who it will be recalled drew
a 7×8 grid and counted the red beetles in pairs of
rows. She tackles the small even grid (6×6) on the
worksheets in a similar way, noting that there are 3 red
beetles in each row, thus making “6×3=18” altogether
(see below). (The last part of her statement seems to be
saying that for an even grid the number of beetles stays
the same as you go “down” the grid row by row.)

Kath uses the same method for the large even grid
(46×46). Her statement (below) that “there will be 23
in each row and there will be 46 rows” is clear and to
the point, and she is obviously not fazed by the fact
that the grid-diagram is incomplete. As can be seen,
she also has a nice way of decomposing the numbers to
perform the calculation 23×46.

For the small odd grid (7×7) Kath switches to a
completely different strategy involving diagonal lines.
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She observes that there is a symmetry about the lines
which she expresses in numbers and in words (below),
but she mistakenly counts the middle diagonal twice.

For the large odd grid, Kath extends the incomplete
grid-diagram slightly, but then gives up. This is perhaps
not surprising, especially if she was intending to use
the diagonals method again - it is difficult to identify
the diagonals and to determine their lengths from such
a diagram. Finally, in the summary (below), Kath has
written “For an even grid: k×k this is the sum you
do”. This is quite an impressive generalisation (albeit
lacking the step of dividing by 2); however several
other students have written almost the exact same
statement, including John and Gail, so we cannot be
sure how meaningful it is to the individual students.
Kath has also added the somewhat cursory statement
“You can use diagonals”, but it is not clear whether this
is meant only for odd grids or even grids as well.

We turn now to John. His response to the small even
grid (below) is slightly different from Kath’s and
from his approach in the previous lesson. Rather than
counting in rows, he seems to have considered the total
number of beetles (“total 6×6”) and then halved the
result (“Half of the beetles are red is 18”).

John did not attempt the large even grid, but for the
small odd grid he uses diagonals like Kath, though
without bringing out the symmetry. He writes
“7+5+3+1+5+3+1=25” which gives the correct

number of red beetles. John also uses this method for
the large odd grid (below). Here he nicely expresses
the symmetry of the diagonal lines, but in doing so
mistakenly counts the beetles on the largest diagonal
twice (“2 lots of 1+3+5+7 + 33+35”). He has also
extended the diagram in a nice schematic way to allow
him to keep track of the diagonal lines.

Sensibly perhaps, Gina does not use partitioning for
the larger grids (at least initially). In the case of the
large even grid (below) she writes the essentially
correct calculation “46×42 = 2116÷2 = 1058” (albeit
containing a transcription error, with 42 written in
place of 46). There is no explanation for the calculation
but it presumably expresses the fact that half of all
the beetles in an even grid are red. Strangely, Gina
has written a second calculation, “23×23 = 529 × 2 =
1058”. This also gives the correct answer and may be
an attempt to generalise her partitioning method for
even grids, but it is difficult to interpret.

In his summary (below), John starts with the same
statement as Kath’s (except using the expression
g×g rather than k×k). Like Kath he has also sketched
diagonals, though in a more deliberately way and
showing a single largest diagonal (which therefore
refers to an odd grid, though he may not be aware of
this). He has also included a nice general expression
(“Total = 2×(1+3+5 + a) − a”) which ties-in with his
diagram and where, this time, he has correctly counted
the largest diagonal just once.

For the large odd grid, Gina writes “35×35 = 1225÷2
612.5” (below). As can be seen, she crosses out her
answer and abandons the problem. Thus it seems she is
attempting to apply the halving method she used for the
large even grid. Her arithmetic is correct, but of course
her modelling isn’t, and it seems she realises this when
she sees her fractional answer.

We turn finally to Gina. She used a diagonals method
in the first lesson, but in contrast to Kath and John does
not do so here, even for the odd grids. For the small
even and odd grids she uses partitioning methods. In
the case of the even grid (below) this leads to four
smaller grids containing 4, 4, 5 and 5 red beetles, and
from this she obtains the correct total, 18.

Gina’s summary is rather unclear. It contains the same
statement as Kath and John, but one wonders what
sense she makes of it. She also tries to incorporate
a partitioning method but symbols written on the
diagram are difficult to interpret, though they do at
least include the operation “÷2”.

Looking back at these two lessons, it might be felt that
the choice of context, involving odd and even grids
which behave differently, introduced an unnecessary
complication - perhaps especially so for a low attaining
class (this was a set 4 of 4), with students who tend
to be error prone and who have much to learn about
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generalising and seeking consistency. However, one should be wary of oversimplifying the work, as so often
seems to happen in mathematics classrooms. The work allowed students to demonstrate some real understanding
of pattern and structure, even if their approaches were not always consistent or exact. The demanding nature of
the work offered excitement and a sense of achievement. Moreover, the students seemed particularly to gain from
the more challenging tasks involving large grids, which forced them to reflect on their methods and to go beyond
counting strategies.
Large triangle numbers We
look briefly at another teacher,
and her use of large numbers.
The teacher was working
with a top set Year 8 class and
introduced them to the notion of
triangle numbers (right) using
the context of a stack of tins.
The class established the number
of tins needed in configurations
made up of 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 rows.
The teacher then asked for the
number of tins needed for 68
rows. I was surprised by this,
as it is not easy to structure the
situation in a way that produces a
general rule. (The usual way is to
fit together two identical or two
consecutive triangle arrays
to produce a rectangle or square
and to calculate the
‘area’. However,
I didn’t think the
students had had time
to hit upon this.) In
the event, the students
simply found the
answer by adding
successive rows (ie
from row 5 to row
68) with the aid of
their calculators! They
were happy to do this,
and it actually did not
take that long, except
for one student (right)
who recorded each
step (but unfortunately
made a slight mistake
near the end).
 Though seemingly ‘real’, the context was actually highly
impracticable, and I wondered whether using ‘tins’ rather
than dots, say, was really worth it - although it did not seem
to faze the students. For a start, tins are usually stacked in 3-d
pyramids, rather than 2-d triangular configurations which are
much more likely to fall down. Also the way the tins were
spaced in the drawing, the gaps between them were too large for
the tins to stack. Further, configurations were built by inserting
a row underneath the existing stack of tins which would be
difficult to perform in practice.
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The teacher then said she knew a rule for finding the
answer and challenged the class to find the number of
tins needed for 732 rows. This number was big enough
to discourage a term by term approach (even for these
students!). The students tried to find the rule and after
a while the teacher gave the numerical answer so they
could check whether their rule worked. She then threw
down new challenges (111, 222, 17 and 1717 rows).
The class responded enthusiastically and several
students came up with a rule, three of which the teacher
wrote on the board (below). As far as I could tell, the
students worked
inductively, ie
essentially by trial
and error, and
seemed happy to
do so. This is a pity
in a way, as they
were losing out on
the idea of looking
for structure. On
the other hand,
there are situations where an empirical approach is the
only one available and these students have developed a
high degree of fluency in finding rules this way. Also,
having found several possible versions of the rule, this
offers a new challenge of determining whether the rules
really are equivalent (it turns out that one of the above
rules does not quite work).

Painted cube Despite some of the genuine successes that we have described in this chapter, it is of course not
always easy for students to move from a fairly concrete, counting strategy, say, to something more abstract and
with the focus on structure. We round off this chapter by considering some of the difficulties encountered by a
student, Ted, from a middle band Year 7 class. In the lesson I observed, the class was introduced to a Painted
cube task by means of a presentation program showing an animation of a solid cube, made from unit cubes,
being immersed in red paint (see below). (The presentation and accompanying worksheet had been designed by
a teacher from another school with whom this teacher was collaborating and whose lesson using these materials
this teacher had observed.)

The students were assigned to specific groups by the
teacher and each student in a group was given one of
four sub-tasks: to find, for any cube, the number of
unit cubes with exactly 0 or 1 or 2 or 3 faces covered
in paint. Ted, who was described by the teacher as
probably the best mathematician in this middle band
set, was one of those assigned to the 2 faces sub-task,
which was thought to be the most challenging. Students
were given a worksheet to help them explore the
situation and Ted’s worksheet, as it looked at the end of
the lesson, is shown below.

I sat at Ted’s table and periodically spoke with him
about what he was doing, and the teacher also came
over and talked to him on several occasions.
As can be seen from the worksheet, Ted shaded the
desired cubes in blue. At one stage Ted was working
on the 4 cm cube (top right on worksheet) and was
asked by the teacher for the total number of blue cubes.
He decided on
22 and wrote this
next to the 4 cm
cube (right). After
further discussion
with the teacher he
changed this to 24.

The teacher focussed Ted’s attention on determining
“How many edges?” and “How many blue cubes per
edge?”. To help with the first question the teacher
used an actual cube,
and at her behest Ted
was able to point to
and count the edges
quite systematically (4
along the top, 4 on the
bottom and 4 around
the middle). In this way
he successfully
determined that
there were 12 edges in all. He also successfully
determined that there were two blue cubes per
edge and that therefore there were 12 × 2 blue
cubes altogether.
Ted seemed able to use this multiplication strategy
quite fluently with the support of the teacher.
However, he subsequently reverted to a strategy
of counting and adding. He grouped the edges
into four or five sets, found the number of blue
cubes for each set and added the totals. However,
instead of grouping the edges in the systematic
way he had used with the teacher (4, 4 and 4),
he based his grouping on the 2-D representation
of the cubes shown on the worksheet, starting
with groups of visible edges and
then tackling the hidden edges. Thus for
example, in the case of the calculation
shown here (right), which is presumably
for a 9 cm cube, it seems he started with
the 4 edges along the top (28 blue cubes),
the 3 visible vertical edges (21), the two
visible edges along the bottom (14) and
then the 3 remaining hidden edges (21).
A few minutes after Ted’s discussion with the teacher,
the whole class was asked to think about a 10 by 10
by 10 cube. Ted was quick to determine that there
would be 8 blue cubes on an edge, and interestingly
he successfully used the largest cube on the worksheet
to support his thinking, even though it is not the right
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size. Pointing to this cube he said there would be 32
blue cubes on the top edges (he originally wrote down
28, but corrected this to 32,
which he nicely explained
by saying “8, 16, 24, 32”).
He then wrote down another
24, for the three visible
vertical edges, but then
somehow miscounted by
writing 24 and 24 again,
giving a total of 104.
I pointed out that this was not ‘quite right’ and that
perhaps he had made a mistake in counting the edges,
as with his initial answer of 22 for the 4 cm cube. This,
however, did not trigger the multiplication strategy
drawn out by his teacher (ie 12 edges times 8 blue
cubes per edge). I should perhaps have been more
directive at this point, but instead Ted hit on a scaling
strategy, which ironically does involve multiplication,
but which only makes superficial sense in terms of
the geometry of the situation. Ted’s idea was to find
the number of blue unit cubes on a 5 cm cube and
then double this for the 10 cm cube. We have already
described other students’ use of such scaling strategies
and they have been widely reported in the literature.
In the case of ratio relationships, they work (eg, if in a
recipe 5 people need 3 eggs, then 10 people will need
6 eggs). However, applying the strategy here, in the
way Ted suggested, is effectively saying that if a 5 cm
cube has (5 – 2) blue cubes along an edge, then a 10
cm cube will have (10 – 4) blue cubes along an edge,
rather than (10 – 2). Unfortunately, there was not time
to talk this through with Ted and the lesson moved to a
closing plenary session shortly thereafter.
It is difficult to say how easily Ted could be helped
to resolve the various challenges he encountered.
However, we would argue that the challenges
were worthwhile. For a start, he did make a useful
generalisation (that the number of blue cubes on
an edge is 2 fewer that the total number of unit
cubes along the edge); he might also have started to
realise that his method of counting edges was not
very reliable, thus making him more receptive to the
teacher’s idea of finding the total number of edges first.
And even Ted’s doomed use of a scaling method offers
a challenging discussion point and another opportunity
to consider the geometric structure in the situation.
We conclude this look at Ted’s work by comparing
it to the approach used by another group of students.
The students were in a Year 8 top set in the same
school, but with a different teacher. The group worked
just with the sizes of cube shown on the worksheet
and their focus was on the numbers generated rather
 More specifically, it will have 1 white, 3 blue, 1 white,
1 white, 3 blue, 1 white cubes along an edge rather than 1 white,
8 blue, 1 white.
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than on the geometry. They tackled the four sub-tasks
collectively, and like Ted used a step-by-step counting
approach for the numbers of edges, etc, which led to
the occasional error. They produced a systematic record
of their findings, part of which is shown below, at two
points in the lesson:

early in lesson...

a bit later...

Of particular interest are the numbers they found for
the unit cubes with two painted faces (the same task
as Ted’s). Initially they found that there were 16 such
cubes for the 3 cm cube (which is wrong) and 24 for
the 4 cm cube (which is right). This led them to predict
that there would be 32 unit cubes for the 5 cm cube.
They subsequently discovered that this total should be
36, which led them to check their earlier work and to
correct their answer for the 3 cm cube to 12.
A positive aspect of this group’s work was their
readiness to made predictions, to test these and to
revise them as necessary. However, in the rush to
generate numbers and look for number patterns, they
paid minimal attention to the geometry of the situation
and thus had no insight into why their observed
patterns might be right or wrong.
In this chapter we have shown that a diverse range
of students, including those placed in ‘low attaining’
sets, can fruitfully engage with mathematical structure
if encouraged to do so. Students can get considerable
enjoyment and satisfaction from such work, but such
lessons also involve risk and can be messy, with
students meeting challenges which are not always
instantly resolved. We have reported some of these
challenges, eg, moving from specific (and visible)
elements to more abstract, schematic representations;
making far generalisations and developing the notion
that rules can be found that fit the context and apply to
all cases, and that there can be equivalent rules, some
of which may be more efficient or elegant than others.

4 Geometric thinking
In this chapter, we look at examples of students’ work
in geometry and start with an account of a lesson
involving a top set Year 10 class. The lesson began
with a quick recapitulation by the teacher of some
of the more familiar circle theorems. The teacher
displayed a page showing four of the theorems on
her whiteboard, taken from commercially produced
materials (see below). Interestingly, the order in
which the theorems are listed seems to be based on
the simplicity of the results rather than on the order
in which one might prove the theorems. (Of course,
there is no unique order in which the theorems must be
proved, though usually Theorem 1 is used in the proof
of Theorem 4, which is then used to derive 2 and 3. We
say more about this later.)
The students were then asked to tackle some questions
from past GCSE papers (which had been compiled
by another teacher for a lesson with a lower attaining

Year 10 class, which the current teacher and myself
had observed - see later). The students mostly worked
in pairs and I focussed on one pair, Lorna and Kerrie.
(Kerrie had recently joined the class from a lower set
and was rather diffident; thus Lorna did most of the
talking and writing, though Kerrie did seem actively
involved in the work.)
Prior knowledge and using the givens The students’
attempts to develop a proof argument raised a number
of issues concerned with what is given and what is
known, including:
• The prior knowledge, including theorems, that can
		 be assumed to be true
			 • different ways of proving the same result,
				 eg, going back to first principles or using
				 other theorems
			 • ordering this knowledge, ie using some
				 relationships and theorems to prove
				 others (systematising)
• Determining what information is given in the
		 diagram and text
			 • interpreting diagrams correctly (not reading
				 information from the diagram that is not
				 necessarily true, ie not making unjustified
				 assumptions)
			 • finding ways of expressing and using what is
				 explicitly or implicitly given.

The class started
with this question
(right), in which the
students are asked to
find
(a) angle CBA and
(b) angle CDA.
Lorna and Kerrie had
little difficulty with
part (a) and Lorna
wrote a clear and
precise explanation:

However, the girls did not immediately know what
to do for part (b). After a while, Lorna started almost
absentmindedly to add lines to the diagram. First
she sketched a horizontal line through O. Then she
extended CO. Finally, and much more
firmly, she drew the radius OD.
Quite how deliberate and thought-through
this move was I do not know. However,
it was a dramatic moment as it made
explicit that D is on the circle, so that the
property can now be used. Lorna then
drew marks on the lines OC, OD and OA
to show that they are the same length and
wrote “All radii in a circle are equal”. Her diagram
is shown below (though the line through B, O and D,
which obscures her initial construction line OD, had
not been drawn at this stage).

Lorna then decided that OD bisects angle COA. Of
course this is not necessarily the case and nor does it
look particularly true. (When she was later questioned
about this, she used a wonderful bit of reverse logic
to argue that it could be true even if it didn’t look
it, since we are told that the diagram is “Not drawn
accurately”!) As far as Lorna was concerned, she now
had two isosceles triangles, each with an angle of 50˚
and thus with base angles of 65˚. In turn this meant that
the desired angle at D is made up of two angles of 65˚,
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giving a total of 130˚. This is Lorna’s working, which
though it lacks explicit reasons (‘warrants’) for each
step is again laid out very clearly:

Lorna’s approach could have led to a general and valid
proof if, instead of claiming that her construction line
had partitioned the 100˚ angle into two angles of 50˚,
she had denoted these angles by, say, x˚ and 100–x˚, or
50˚+x˚ and 50˚–x˚. Interestingly though, and perhaps
bizarrely, her result is correct despite the unwarranted
assumption. The same applies to a method reported by
another student during a feedback stage of the lesson.
That student claimed that BD is a diameter and that
therefore the angles A and C in ABCD are both 90˚; in
turn this means angle D is given by 360˚ – (90˚ + 50˚
+ 90˚) = 130˚. Effectively, what Lorna and this student
were doing is specialising, ie considering a special case
that does not violate the givens, even if it is not always
(ie necessarily) true.

Using special cases to explore or ‘test’ a situation, and,
in particular, to find examples to disprove a proposition
(ie counter examples), is a familiar proof strategy.
However, using special cases to prove a general
proposition is a strange and subtle matter (ie under
what circumstances can you specialise but still reach a
general conclusion?), and something that teachers may
not want to dwell on with most students.
Nonetheless, it surely is important to make students
aware of where they have specialised, ie that the
assumptions they have made are not generally true.
An obvious way of approaching this is with dynamic
 The same phenomenon was observed by Lopez-Real and
is discussed in Johnston-Wilder and Mason (eds), 2005,
Developing Thinking in Geometry, pages 55 - 56.
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geometry software**. A simpler approach is to ask
students to draw versions of the diagram, be it on
paper or the whiteboard, which look different but still
fit the givens and then to compare and evaluate them
- of course it would be a pity if the dynamic element,
of changing a diagram by a succession of small
increments, is lost, with the various drawings seen
merely as a random selection of snapshots. (Some of
the difficulties students have with drawing diagrams
are considered later in this chapter.)
Perhaps the most significant aspect of Lorna’s work
was the construction of the radius OD, which opened
the door to a solution based on familiar geometric
properties of isosceles triangles. There may have been
an element of luck about Lorna’s construction, but
being able to see such lines, and hence reveal latent
properties, is a crucial part of proving in geometry.
This is an issue that has been explored in a particularly
interesting way by another one of the project teachers.
He developed an approach where students solved
proof tasks in groups but where initially they working
on their own, with each student in a group having
a slightly different version of the same task, with
different numbers of hints. For one set of tasks he
based his variants on a Levels 6–8 SAT question about
Angle in a semicircle. The different versions are shown
below (here and on the next page).

Version 1

Version 1 shows the original SAT question (all the
versions given to the students were on an A4 sheet,
giving plenty of space for working). It is highly
structured, and some students may be able to work
through it with relative ease, but without necessarily
appreciating the nature or power of the structuring
**  Though this is far from unproblematic: creating a version
of a diagram that can be dragged while preserving the given
properties, throws up its own challenges which, though
potentially very productive, may get in the way of the current
aims unless students already have considerable expertise.

Version 2

Version 3

Version 4

Version 5

that has been done for them. The other versions
have progressively less structure and fewer hints,
and Version 5 lacks even a diagram. As with Lorna’s
construction of the extra radius, a crucial step for this
task is to join the point on the semicircle to the centre,
as suggested in the hint in Version 3. Thus the rationale
behind the design is that as students start to compare
versions and to discuss their solutions (or lack thereof)
they will begin to appreciate the power of some of the
hints, and the difficulties that arise in their absence, and
so begin to develop the strategic thinking needed to
produce such hints for themselves.
Returning to the lesson with Lorna and Kerrie, after
about 6 minutes of working on the question in pairs,
the teacher asked students to explain their method on
the board. Three explanations were heard in all, the last
of which involved the unwarranted assumption that

BD is a diameter, discussed above. The first student
to come to the board used the fact that ABCD is a
cyclic quadrilateral to find angle D (opposite angles of
a cyclic quadrilateral are supplementary, so D = 180˚
– 50˚). The second student (see below) used the same
theorem, Angle at the centre, as had been used to find
angle B in part (a), except it was now “the other way
round”, ie
angle D is
half the reflex
angle at O,
and so is half
of 260˚.
Sharing
methods in
this manner
is a powerful
teaching
device. For
a start, it
conveys
the fact that
there can
be different
ways of
tackling a problem and that it is not simply a matter of
finding and learning the ‘official’ way: students’ ideas
(whether right or wrong) are worth taking seriously and
provide a means of developing understanding; they can
also be original and surprising.
Seeing alternative methods also opens up powerful
questions about mathematical systems and deductive
arguments. For a start, the existence of alternative
routes would suggest that the mathematical system
consists of a complex network of relationships rather
than a simple, linear hierarchy. In turn this suggests
that, at a minimum, we ought to state the relationships
that we are using (ie assuming to be true) and to
map the route we are taking through them when
constructing a mathematical argument. However, it
also raises the unnerving prospect that what we take as
given may in some sense be arbitrary.
Systematising How far one pursues these issues
depends on how systematic one wants to be when
proving a family of theorems. For example, in proving
 At a recent teachers’ meeting we were discussing proofs

for the interior angle sum of a triangle. One teacher said
she had always found that students were more familiar with
the angle sum of a triangle being 180˚ than with the sum
of angles on a straight line being 180˚. She thus felt the
former should be used to prove the latter, rather than the
other way round. This seemed a bizarre idea (and probably
pedagogically unsound) - however, it would be a perfectly
legitimate way to organising the geometric relationships as
long as the assumptions involved in the ordering are made
explicit.
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the circle theorems, it is possible to adopt a relatively
simple approach which involves just ‘local axioms’.
Here one takes as given (ie as true) a small (but
not necessarily minimal) set of basic relationships
concerning, say, parallel lines, angles and triangles,
which are then used to derive all the desired theorems.
However, having derived one theorem it can be quicker
to derive another theorem from it, rather than by going
back just to the set of basic relationships. But if one
can go from the basics to proving theorem A and from
theorem A to proving theorem B, then one is also likely
to be able to go from the basics to B to A. Thus, if
one does not keep track of the routes taken, there is a
danger of developing a set of arguments some of which
are circular. Consider, for example, two theorems that
cropped up earlier, which we shall call A and B:
Theorem A: the angle at the centre is twice the angle at
the circumference
Theorem B: opposite angles of a cyclic quadrilateral
are supplementary.

might well want to impose an agreed order on the
theorems (as was done on a larger scale in Euclid’s
Elements), while acknowledging that this ordering is
essentially arbitrary. However, as far as students up to
and including Key Stage 4 are concerned, we would
probably not take this systematisation very far, if we
embark on it at all.
Giving students time to think We return to Lorna
and Kerrie and their work on another GCSE question.
Its diagram is shown here (below). AOB is a diameter,
TCS is a tangent
angle ABC = 57˚,
and we are asked
to find (a) angle
CAB and (b)
angle ACS.

Both theorems can be proved from ‘first principles’ and
let us assume we have done this for Theorem A. Then
theorem B can be derived from A as follows:

The girls quickly
realised that
angle ACB is
90˚ (Angle in a
semicircle) and
they solved part (a) without any difficulty. Lorna’s
working/explanation is shown below.

n = 2a (Angle at centre).
m = 2c (Angle at centre).
m + n = 360 (Angle at a
point).
So 2a + 2c = 360,
so a + c = 180.
Similarly for the opposite
angles at B and D.

They found part (b) far more challenging and it is
interesting to examine how they eventually arrived at a
solution via various blind alleys, prompts from me and
occasional flashes of insight.

A

B

a
m
D

n

O

c
C

Theorem B can also be been proved from first
principles, and Theorem A could then be derived from
B as follows:
a1 = u and a2 = v (Base
A
angles of isosceles
v
a1 a2
triangles).
So m = 360 – a1 – a2
m
O
– u – v (Angle sum of
u
n
D
quadrilateral),
so m = 360 – 2a1 - 2a2
c
so m = 360 – 2(a1 + a2).
C
But a1 + a2 = 180 – c
(Opposite angles of cyclic quadrilateral),
So m = 360 – 2(180 – c) = 360 – 360 + 2c = 2c.
Similarly n = 2a.
If, therefore, we want to develop a complex network
of theorems, with some theorems used to prove
others, then, on the one hand it is important to know
that there is not a unique way of doing this. On the
other hand, to avoid confusion and circularity we
4.

B

A powerful strategy for solving such tasks is to adopt a
dual approach of i. working forwards from the givens
and ii. working backwards from what one is required
to find or prove. So, with regard to the first approach,
what do the givens ‘mean’ mathematically and what
can be deduced from them? Thus, for example, the fact
that point C is on the circle means that angle ACB =
90˚ (Angle in a semicircle); it also means that OC is a
radius (which in turn means that OC = OB, that AOC is
an isosceles triangle, that angle OAC = OCA ...). Also,
the fact that TCS is a tangent means that angle OCS
is a right angle. Thus the givens imply a variety of
properties, some of which may seem quite hidden, and
which form a complex web of relationships through
which a path has to be found to reach the desired
conclusion.
The second approach, of working backwards from the
conclusion, involves asking questions like “What do
I know about what I am trying to find?” and “What
would it be useful to know?”. Thus regarding angle
ACS, we know, for example, that angle ACB, which
forms part of the angle, is 90˚, so we could find the
whole angle if we knew angle BCS.

Lorna may have had some intuitive sense of this latter
strategy as she spent some time tracing back and forth
over the arc representing the angle ACS:

However, it does suggest that her construction lines
were drawn more in the hope than in the confident
knowledge that they would reveal something. Indeed,
when I asked Lorna why she had drawn OS she merely
replied, “Don’t know - to see whether it can help us”.
If one has nothing better, such a passive, ‘see what
emerges’ approach is a sensible default strategy.
However, in this case it did not seem to be getting
Lorna and Kerrie any further. They seemed to be stuck.

Further, she then traced over the Z-shape SCBO several
times and referred to the angles at C and B as ‘alternate
angles’:

The angle at B is given; so, if this could be used to find
the size of the alternate angle at C (ie angle SCB), and
with angle ACB known from part (a), it would then
be possible to find the required angle ACS by adding.
However, Kerrie correctly pointed out that the lines
SCT and BOA (ie the tangent and the diameter) are not
parallel, so the ‘alternate angles’ relationship is of no
help. (Angle SCB can also be found from the Alternate
segment theorem - it is equal to the angle CAB found
in part (a); this is presumably how part (b) was meant
to be answered, but neither student knew this theorem.)
After a while, Lorna drew the radius CO. She had
drawn a similar construction line in the earlier question
and, as we explained then, this is a potentially powerful
move, as it allows one to use the given information
about point C. However, it is doubtful whether Lorna
was fully aware of this when she drew the line, since
she quickly followed this by drawing the line OS:

The girls had not made any use yet of the given fact
that the line SCT was a tangent to the circle, even
though Lorna had drawn the radius from the centre
to the point C where the tangent touches the circle.
I therefore decided to
draw their attention to
the tangent. The ensuing
discussion about the
x
z y
various angles at C
(which for the sake of
clarity have been labelled
x, y and z in the diagram,
right), went as follows:
DEK
Lorna
DEK
Lorna
DEK
Lorna
DEK
Kerrie
DEK
Kerrie
DEK

Lorna
DEK

Lorna

In contrast to the radius, line OS can not carry any
useful information since the position of S is essentially
arbitrary (as long as it is somewhere on TC produced)
- it is there merely to enable us to name the tangent.
The notion that some points in a diagram are more
significant than others is very subtle and we should
not be surprised if Lorna was not fully aware of it.

DEK

Lorna
DEK

What is this line here (TCS)?
(0 min: 01 sec) A tangent.
Right.. What do we know about tangents...?
(0:12) 90 degrees from the centre, or something...
(0:16) Sort of ... you’re half way there.
(0:18) I’m not very good with tangents!
(0:21) What a thing to say, I’m not very good with
tangents! [Pause] (0:28) It turns out that... - doesn’t
look like it actually
(0:31) - so they are parallel!
(0:35) - those? Oh gosh, don’t know... you’ve got to
be careful to... [points to ‘Not drawn accurately’]
(0:39) - they don’t look parallel.
(0:44) Well it turns out that there’s a right angle
between the tangent and the radius [traces lines with
finger]. You happen to have drawn the radius, which
I think is a very neat idea... so we’ve got a right angle
there [points to x+y].
(0:58) - right angle here [she marks the right angle in
the conventional way].
(1:00) So what do we need to get our answer? [ie to
find the angle x+y+z in the above diagram] [pause]
(1:07) We want this whole angle, right? [traces arc
with finger to show x+y+z]
(1:09) - yes, wouldn’t this have to be 45? [points to
angle x] If you split this one in half [points to x+y]
you are left with 45 there [x] and 45 there [y].
(1:16) How do you know it is cutting it in half?
You’re using your idea of last time [of halving].
Don’t forget this point [C] can be kind of anywhere
along here really [traces along arc of circle].
(1:24) - yeh... [pause]
(1:30) If we know this bit’s 90 [points to angle x+y]...
4.

Lorna
DEK
Lorna
DEK
Lorna
DEK
Kerrie
Lorna

and you want to find that whole angle [traces arc with
finger to show x+y+z], what’s the bit we don’t know
yet? [hoping that she will point to z]
(1:38) What we don’t know is this bit [points to x].
(1:42) Well yeh, I don’t know that bit [x] but I know
that that bit [x] and that bit [y] is 90
(1:46) yeh... [pause]
(1:49) What’s the bit I still don’t know?
(1:53) Well that bit [points to x] and that bit [y] is 90
and that bit [z] and that bit [y] is 90, so that [z] will
have to be the same as that bit [x]
(2:01) - oh, right! Yes it would actually. That’s
brilliant. [Pause] (2:07) Can we find that bit [points to
z] ? [Pause]
(2:17) I’m getting lost...
(2:20) [Turns the question paper to face Kerrie, so she
can see more clearly] (2:24) Yeh, because these are
both radii [points to AO and OC] ...so this [triangle
AOC] has to be - um - isosceles [pause]. (2:33) So
this angle is the same as that angle [points to base
angles of isosceles triangle AOC] so this angle [at C]
must be 33 [writes “33˚” on diagram:]

Kerrie (2:38) -ah!
DEK (2:40) Very nice!
Lorna (2:44) And so altogether... [writes at side of diagram:
90 + 33 = 123]:

(3:01) [Writes formal answer in space provided]:
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This excerpt is only 3 minutes long, though when one
plays it through it seems to be full of uncertainties and
lengthy pauses - which we as teachers tend to find very
uncomfortable and do our best to fill! What is striking
for me about the excerpt is that my interventions
seemed to have little immediate impact, indeed they
seemed to be getting in the way of the students’ own
thinking. My aim was to draw out the fact that the
angle between the tangent TCS and the radius OC (ie
the angle x+y) is 90˚ and that all we then need for the
required angle (x+y+z) is to find the angle z. However,
as soon as I initiated the discussion about the tangent,
Kerrie interjected with “so they are parallel”. I was
somewhat thrown by this (and did my best to ignore
it!) but it suggests that she was still thinking about
the idea of alternate angles that we had discussed
several minutes earlier. Similarly, as I was trying to
focus on the idea that the required angle x+y+z can be
partitioned into x+y and z, Lorna seemed to be thinking
about the partition y+z (which we knew from part (a))
and x. Then, quite unexpectedly, she brought these two
viewpoints together with the sudden insight that if x+90
and 90+z describe the same angle (namely x+y+z),
then x must equal z. Astonishingly too, following this
insight the remaining steps in the proof seem to have
instantly fallen into place for Lorna. Thus, in response
to Kerrie’s plea for help (“I’m getting lost...”) Lorna
immediately embarked on an explanation of how to
find z.
Thus, although it can be said that I eventually
succeeded in my aim (at least with Lorna), this kind of
teacher-intervention is not a straightforward matter and
can easily disrupt the students’ own thinking. We need
to give students plenty of time to explore their own
ideas as well as to come to terms with ours.
During the class discussion that followed, two students
presented their proofs on the board. The first student,
probably to everyone’s surprise (including the teacher),
used the Alternate segment theorem in her proof, which
allowed her to state that the angle that I have called x
and the angle at A are the same. Asked to justify this,
she replied “I don’t know what rule it is, but they are!”.
The second student’s proof was essentially the same
as Laura’s, which he presented in a very clear, linear
way. He started by drawing the radius OC and then
marked the line segments OC and OA to show they are
the same length. Then, in the triangle OAC, he wrote
“33˚” for the size of the angle at A (which was found
in part (a)) and at C. Finally he used the conventional
notation to indicate that OCS is a right angle and wrote
“90 + 33 = 123”. This clear exposition was impressive
and it is likely
that most students
could follow the
steps involved and
hence ‘understand’

the proof. On the other hand, as with finished proofs in textbooks, this very clarity hides the proof’s origins, ie
the steps and thought-processes involved in its construction, which are likely to have been far from linear. Thus
a useful teaching activity would be to try to tease this out, by asking students (perhaps including those who were
not successful) to talk about the steps they took in the search for a proof. There was not time to do this in this
lesson, though some of the project teachers report that they have started to adopt this kind of approach in their
teaching, whereby they focus on the strategies for finding a solution, rather than on the solution itself.

Knowing the theorems The teacher who had
compiled the set of GCSE circle theorem questions
used in the above lesson, had tried some of them with
her Year 10 second set students - most of whom would
be taking the intermediate level GCSE exam in the
following year. I sat with a group of four students
(Alan, Anthony, Laura and Miles) who were working
on part (a) of a question with the diagram shown below
(O is the centre of the circle and TC is the tangent to
the circle at C, and we are asked to “Write down the
size of angle ABC”).

although Anthony did say, at the very start of tackling
the problem, “We have to do something with O...”, no
one made any reference to the fact that CT is a tangent
and that this could be relevant, till much later. (In fact
one does not need the tangent to answer part (a) of this
question, though in the event the group did make use of
it in their proof.)
The teacher had gone over the various circle theorems
(the statements themselves, not necessarily the proofs)
in the previous lesson and the group had been given a
stapled set of photocopied sheets which outlined the
theorems. However, though the students had a basic
understanding of angle properties (concerning straight
lines, parallel lines and triangles, etc), their knowledge
of the circle theorems was limited and far from fluent.
It is thus not surprising that they were groping their
way to a solution rather than thinking strategically.
It is obviously intended that part (a) is solved by using
the Angle at the centre theorem. However, because of
their lack of familiarity with the theorems, none of the
students in the group saw this. Instead it took them
another 15 minutes to come up with a valid solution
and one they were all reasonably happy with.

I was filming the group and when I was not busy with
the camera I sat with them and listened to their ideas
(and made occasional interjections). The group was
rather diffident, perhaps because of my presence, but
perhaps also because they were not particularly used to
this kind of work and I felt it seemed rather strange to
them. Thus they made slow progress. At the same time,
there was a good cooperative atmosphere and they
were prepared to listen to each others’ ideas - though
they did not always, or immediately, take an idea
further, perhaps because they did not fully understand it
or, as I had found with the pair of girls in the previous
class, because they were preoccupied with their own
ideas.
I saw little sign of strategic thinking in the sense of
deliberately trying to work towards the answer, or back
from it, beyond the normal default strategy of ‘what
can we see?’. There was also little strategic thinking
of the sort, ‘how can we use the givens?’. Thus,

The first idea that surfaced
was that triangle ABC might
be isosceles, with CA = CB.
This came from Alan, who
acknowledged that he was just
“Guessing them two sides are
the same” (see the diagram,
right, annotated with the red
marks). Interestingly, Alan
kept returning to this idea, where a more experienced
student might have realised that this would probably
be fruitless: there is no simple way of determining the
lengths of the sides, so one would have to find equal
angles to show the triangle is isosceles, in the course
of which one would almost certainly find the desired
angle ABC.
Shortly afterwards, Anthony has an insight which
Miles picked up on, even though the conversation was
quite cryptic:
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Anth Ah yes, it’s a triangle... 180˚... that means these two
are the same... but they’re divided.
Miles So what’s 180 minus 116?
Alan 64...
Anth So that’s 32 and that’s 32.

What they were discussing
here was triangle AOC, which
is isosceles. However, having
found that the base angles
are 32˚, it did not seem to get
them any further. Miles briefly
wondered whether the angle
at O was twice the angle at
A (which may have been an
attempt to use Angle at the centre). He then started
to go through the circle theorem reference-sheets and
suddenly called out “Anthony, got it!” while pointing
to the Alternate segment theorem. It still took him
a while to apply the theorem to the given problem
(below, left), but he then went on to show that angle
OAB was 64˚ – 32˚ = 32˚ (below, right).

About a minute later (which seemed like an age),
Anthony suddenly noticed the tangent: “Ah! That’s a
right angle. Because of the tangent”. The group then
decided to find the angle
between the tangent and the
chord AC (see diagram, right),
which they did by calculating
90 – 32 = 58. This would now
have allowed them to find the
desired angle at B, by applying
the Alternate segment theorem
again. However, no one saw
this, which suggests there was no purposeful strategy
behind their decision. Thus they would have been
better off finding the unknown
angle on the other side of the
tangent, as this is inside the
triangle ABC (see diagram,
right) and which could lead
them to B by using the more
familiar knowledge about the
angle sum of triangles. Indeed,
this is what they eventually
did (by calculating 90 – 64 = 26). They then went
on to find the whole angle C of the triangle ABC (by
calculating 26 + 32 = 58).
At this stage, Anthony’s diagram looked like this:
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It is interesting to note that Anthony had not yet
marked the size of the total angle at A or the portion
OAB, even though Miles had earlier established (or at
least argued) that these were 64˚ and 32˚ respectively.
There followed a quite lengthy and intense discussion
where the students seemed to be consolidating some
of their earlier findings. Laura expressed uncertainty
about the value of 32 for angle OAB which was shared
by Anthony (perhaps because they were not sure about
the Alternate segment theorem and how to apply it)
and Anthony suggested “We’ve got to find out another
way (to see) if it’s 32”. Alan returned to his earlier
conjecture about the triangle ABC:
I think that’s an isosceles triangle, so that would
be two equal angles and two equal sides. Then that
(angle OAB) could be 26 (ie the same as OCB) or
it could that one (angle ABC) that could be 58 (the
same as angle ACB).

Laura went along with Alan’s suggestion that OAB
could be 26˚ but acknowledged that it was just a hunch.
Alan then repeated the argument he had just made and
at that point I decided to intervene:
Did we not earlier say that this one (angle OAB) was
32˚, but it doesn’t look it. Have you given up on that
because it doesn’t look it?

Anthony bit on this:

I thought this angle (CAB) was corresponding to that
one (TCB) ?

We thus established again (by means of the Alternate
segment theorem, and a bit of prompting from me) that
angle CAB was 64˚ (and that OAB was indeed 32˚).
Anthony jumped in again:
So that’s 58˚ [the desired angle ABC], because the
three angles make 180.

Thus, after about 10 minutes of working on the task,
one of the group had at last found a way of determining
the angle ABC. Anthony explained that he had added
58 and 64 and that if you took this from 180 you got 58
for the angle. Miles seemed happy with this but Alan
and Laura were not sure, particularly about the 64,

which they seemed to think was based on the argument
that the two angles at A are both 32, which of course is
a reversal of Anthony’s argument. Thus Anthony’s use
of the Alternate segment theorem (which he referred
to by talking of ‘corresponding angles’) had not taken
hold. When I pointed to the theorem on the referencesheet Alan confessed that he had not really understand
it when the teacher introduced it in the previous lesson.
To bring matters to a close, I suggested that we
should accept the use of the theorem for now, and that
therefore the desired angle ABC was indeed 58˚. Miles
then noticed that triangle ABC had another angle of
58˚ and said, “If that is 58, that means the triangle is
isosceles”. Thus, Alan’s hunch had been right after all,
except that it turned out that AC and AB were the equal
sides, not AC and BC. No one noticed that the angle
between the tangent and the chord AC was also equal
to angle ABC, so I pointed this out and asked whether
this was just a coincidence. This prompted Miles to
say “It’s like that one and that one, the 64 and 64...”,
in other words another manifestation of the Alternate
segment theorem.
While this closing conversation
was going on, Anthony, with
Laura’s help, had been trying to
sum the angles that the group had
found for triangle ABC. He had
some initial difficulty with the
calculation, but now exclaimed,
“Alan, I’ve got it! 180 in a triangle, so it’s found it”.
It is not entirely clear from this statement whether
Anthony was trying to check the arithmetic that had
earlier been used to find angle ABC (namely, 180
– angle A – angle C), or whether he was somehow
trying to validate the steps used (or the result).
However, his behaviour illustrates a common feature
of this group’s way of working, which we also noticed
with Lorna and Kerrie, and which we have alluded to
before. Namely that the students, though they were
interested in and willing to engage with each other’s
ideas, were also frequently wrapped in their own
thoughts. It is tempting to believe that with effective
group work, students move forward on a common
front. However, perhaps this group’s behaviour gives
a more realistic picture. Students bring different ideas
and understandings to a problem so that as well as
benefiting from each other’s ideas they need space to
develop and clarify their own. This also suggests that
we should be careful not to ask students to work in
groups too soon, ie they may sometimes benefit from
thinking about a problem on their own, before taking
on the ideas of others.
By now the group had spent nearly 15 minutes
discussion this one problem. However, they were
pleased to have found a solution and called over the
teacher to explain what they had done. This gave them

a useful opportunity to rehearse their arguments, and
the account they gave was generally clear and direct,
though in their enthusiasm to explain, they talked over
each other and so did not always stick to a common
thread:
Alan We’ve come to the conclusion that that’s 58 (the
required angle ABC).
Miles That’s 64 [the given angle,
shown right] and that makes
that 64 [angle CAB].
Alan And that’s 58... [see right]
Anth - this is a tangent and so that’s a
right angle and that’s 58 and 32,
that makes 90, and the same with this one, 64 and 26,
so we’ve got 26 and 32... 58...
Alan - and I came to the conclusion that that’s isosceles
[points to sides AC and AB of triangle ABC, below]
Anth - and then...
Alan I’d thought them two
were [AC and CB] but
now it’s them two [AC
and AB] and them two
[OA and OC].
Teacher There is a quicker
way of doing it...!
Miles Yes, 58 and 58 [points
to angle between
tangent and chord AC
and to angle at B].
Anth Yeh, I thought these corresponding [the two angles
referred to by Miles] and so was that [angle CAB]
and that one [angle TCB]...

There followed a discussion on ‘corresponding
angles’ and the group then decided to go on to another
geometry question. This was the same as the first
question tackled by Lorna and Kerrie in the lesson
discussed earlier (see page 4.1), and where the first
part involves the Angle at the centre theorem. Anthony
immediately spotted this:
Ah, that’s twice that one... That’s where we went
wrong on the other one... This is ... er... a ... I can’t
remember the names of them... that’s the problem...

We see here again, the students’ lack of familiarity
with the circle theorems and the frustration this causes.
Nonetheless, Anthony has recognised an appropriate
theorem (even though he can’t name it) and now
realised that he could have used it in the previous
question, which was an impressive breakthrough.
A notable feature of this lesson is that the teacher
allowed students plenty of time to work on the
questions they were given. The group of students
that I observed benefited considerably from this and
their solution to the first problem was a substantial
achievement which they were justly proud of.
However, it has to be said they were severely hindered
by their lack of familiarity with the circle theorems,
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which made it difficult for them to step back from the
task and think about their problem-solving and proof
strategies. Thus, though the circle theorems provide a
potentially rich and challenging context for developing
strategic thinking about proof, one has to think
seriously about whether the effort required to achieve
the necessary familiarity with the theorems will be
worth it and whether one would be prepared to make
available the necessary lesson time.
Before leaving this lesson, we return to an aspect of
the geometry task that was briefly touched on before.
The question, or at least part (a) that was tackled by the
observed group of students, was designed to be solved
by using the Angle at the centre theorem. However,
the group made use of the Alternate segment theorem
instead, and the given fact that the angle TCB, ie the
angle between the tangent TC and the chord CB, is 64˚.
(This theorem and information about angle TCB were
intended to be used in part (b) of the question, which
asks students to prove that triangle ABC is isosceles.)
We know from the Angle at the centre theorem that the
size of the required angle at B is not dependent on the
particular position of B given in the question. B could
move on the arc AC without changing size. However,
if B moved, this would change the size of angle TCB,
ie it would no longer be 64˚. Thus we could give
angle TCB any other convenient value (as long as it’s
valid...), and still use this to find the size of the angle at
B, very much as Lorna and Kerrie had done when they
claimed to have bisected a given angle. (Of course we
could denote the size of angle TCB by x and find the
angle at B algebraically.)
Thus we have the seemingly strange phenomenon that
the two angles whose size is given in the question,
AOC = 116˚ and TCB = 64˚, have very different effects
on other parts of the diagram, and especially on the
position and size of the angle B. Thus, while the size
of angle AOC determines the size of the angle at B, the
position of B is determined by the size of angle TCB.
What seems to be happening here is that the angle TCB
is acting as a dummy variable. The Angle at the centre
and Alternate segment theorems are not independent
of one another - they are founded on the same basic
geometric properties (that radii are equal, that triangles
with two equal sides have two equal angles; that
triangles have a constant angle sum). Thus using the
angle TCB, the angle AOC and the Alternate segment
theorem to find the angle at B is just a long winded way
of using the angle AOC and the properties encapsulated
in the Angle at the centre theorem.
Drawing diagrams We are probably not usually
aware of the kinds of subtleties mentioned above and
it might be unproductive to make too much of them
with our students. However, it would be worth giving
students some sense of how a geometric diagram is
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constrained by the givens and how different features of
the diagram may be constrained to different degrees.
A powerful way to explore this is through dynamic
geometry software, where the construction of a
successful diagram (ie one that is ‘draggable”) forces
one to make explicit the information that is given in a
problem, and where one can vividly show the ways in
which the resulting diagram can vary.
However, the effective use of dynamic geometry
software requires quite a high level of expertise and
it is perfectly possible to explore diagrams without
it. Thus one might simply ask students to sketch their
own diagrams for a geometric task expressed just in
words and compare the results. Or one might challenge
students to draw extreme versions that still fit the
givens. Or one might construct a diagram collectively
and at each step consider what freedom there is in
choosing the next feature (eg a point or line) to add
to the diagram and in determining, say, its location or
size.
For example, here (below) is the diagram from the
previously discussed geometry question. Consider the
task of constructing the diagram from scratch.

One could start by drawing ‘any’ (practicable) circle.
This would determine the position of the centre, O.
What next? One could choose to add point C (with or
without the tangent), or point B or point A. However,
B is somehow difficult (why?!) so let’s choose A which
we are free to place anywhere on the circle. This now
restricts the position of C to two locations on the circle,
such that angle AOC is 116˚. So let’s choose one (and
then also draw the line segments AO, OC and CA).
What about B now? This is constrained by the fact
that the angle between the chord from B to C and the
tangent at C has to be 64˚, so draw the tangent at C
first. The tangent can be of any (practicable) length, so
choose any convenient position for the end point T. The
position of B is now uniquely determined.
It turns out that this diagram is quite highly constrained
- apart from its size and orientation and the length of
the tangent, all legitimate versions would be the same,
ie they would be geometrically similar. This would

not be the case for
the first question
considered in this
chapter (right).
Here, once points
O, A and C are
determined, B can
be anywhere on the
major arc CA and
D anywhere on the
minor arc CA.

obscures or distracts from important features of the
diagram.
Second, there was a tendency to draw lines in a
horizontal or vertical orientation and to introduce
symmetry into the figure, thereby making it less
‘generic’.
Third, students had difficulty using the suggested labels
(A, B, C, etc) to name points in the diagram.

During the project I rarely saw lessons where students
were asked to draw their own diagrams from scratch.
My impression is that this is a neglected area and that
students’ skills in producing geometric diagrams are
generally not well-developed.
One such lesson that I did see involved the second set
Year 10 class discussed earlier. The students had been
given this question (from the Y9 geometrical reasoning
mini-pack published by the DfES in 2002):
Draw angle ABC and a line BD bisecting that
angle. Draw a straight line DE so that DE is
parallel to AB and meets BC at F. Prove that
ΔBDF is isosceles.

The drawings below show four students’ attempts to
draw an appropriate diagram.
Student W

Student Y

Student X

Student Z

Student W has drawn the angle bisector through A
rather than B, but the other three drawings can be
regarded as serviceable first drafts. However, they all
lack clarity for various reasons:
First, instead of just drawing the angle ABC, there was
a strong tendency to join points A, B and C to form a
triangle, with the result that the extraneous side (AC)

This last reason is related to the matter of ‘constraints’
discussed above and concerns labelling conventions
that we rarely make explicit. Though in a sense the
various points in the diagram can go ‘anywhere’ on
the page, the position of some points is more tightly
defined, or ‘dependent’, than others. In this particular
geometry question, the more tightly defined points
are the points of intersection B and F. The other
named points (A and C, and then D and then E) are
used to denote the ends of line segments; they are
not important points in their own right and are only
labelled to make it easy to refer to the segments.
Moreover, there are no overt restrictions on the line
segments’ lengths, so as a segment is drawn, it would
seem that it can be stopped anywhere to create an
endpoint. However, in reality a line segment must
not be too long or too short in relation to other line
segments. Thus for example, having drawn the angle
ABC, if BD is then made too long, the required line
from D parallel to AB (segment DE) will not intersect
BC between B and C as it is meant to, but on BC
produced instead. This has clearly happened in Student
Z’s diagram, where DE (or infact ED produced)
intersects BC on BC produced. Student Y seems to
have faced the same dilemma; here the label “D” has
been rubbed out and the line parallel to AB drawn
further in towards B.
Having constructed the basic diagram, other labelling
dilemmas can arise which are worth mentioning
here (though we don’t offer any resolutions). Thus
for example, it can be helpful to make information
in a diagram more explicit, eg by using arrow heads
to denote parallel lines, or by using identical marks
(small lines, crosses, circles, arcs, etc) to denote
equal angles or line segments. However, one dilemma
here is whether one should only identify information
that is given (eg that DE is parallel to AB), or also
information that is revealed in the course of the proof
(eg that angle ABD = angle BDF, and, ultimately, BE
= BF). The danger is that derived information gets
confused with given information which may lead to the
construction of circular arguments.
As well as using purely visual marks (the small
lines, crosses, etc) it can be helpful to use labels that
can more easily be referred to verbally. This applies
particularly to angles where, for example, it might help
to replace the rather opaque name “angle BAC” with a
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simple “a”. However, if there is now another angle of
the same size, does one also denote it by “a”, in which
case the name becomes ambiguous, or by a different
name, say “b”, in which case the fact of being the same
size is not conveyed?
Many students used a ruler to draw their diagram.
This was often slow and cumbersome, with students
concentrating on specific features of their drawing and
not considering the diagram as a whole. We would
argue that students should be encouraged to start with
a freehand sketch, and to produce several drafts. As
suggested earlier, students should also be given the
opportunity to compare diagrams or to try to draw
different but equally valid diagrams themselves. This
would help them understand that a geometric diagram
is (often) generic and to develop a sense of what a good
generic diagram should look like - ‘ordinary’, ‘typical’,
not showing an extreme case (though an extreme case
can sometimes be illuminating) and not showing a
special case (eg where angles or lines are the same size
when they are not required to be).
In this chapter we have looked at students’ attempts
to construct proof arguments in the field of circle
theorems. Our students were not very familiar with
the theorems, nor did they have much experience of
developing proof arguments in geometry. Regarding
the former, it may be that we should focus on a more
familiar area of geometry - as long as the tasks we set
don’t become so ‘obvious’ that it becomes difficult
to see a potential proof or feel the need for one;
alternatively, we could reduce the number of theorems
students are expected to know, and use these to derive
all the other theorems which are then treated as just a
non-ordered collection of results. (But this would mean
depriving students of the chance to experience a key
aspect of proof, namely that of systematising a body of
mathematical knowledge.)
Regarding the construction of proof arguments, the
struggles but also successes our students had, showed
the importance of thinking strategically when trying to
develop a proof, both about the givens and about the
result being proved: ‘How can I use what I know to get
to the result?’; ‘What would it be useful to know, to get
to the result?’. We did not see much evidence of this
kind of thinking, but this does not mean it cannot be
developed.
We saw some nice examples of students making the
givens more explicit and ‘productive’, by for example
 We might be able to learn from other cultures, here. For
example, the Chinese secondary school curriculum devotes
considerable time to the properties of the parallelogram, which
is a relatively simple area of mathematics, yet students are
presented with some very challenging proof tasks, such as the
two examples shown here (bottom, right of page):
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translating the fact that a point is on a circle into the
fact that its distance from the centre of the circle is
equal to the radius (and hence perhaps equal to other
given lengths). We also saw an interesting way in
which one of our teachers tried to develop this kind of
thinking.
In addition to the givens, proofs are built on other
information that is known or assumed to be true,
in particular other theorems (as well as axioms and
undefined terms). It can be difficult to disentangle
the order in which some of this information has been
derived (as the order may be arbitrary) and this can
readily lead to circular arguments. This raises the
question, should we confront this head on, or should
we try to minimise it happening by, for example,
assigning to fewer results the status of theorem from
which other results are then derived, or by developing
proofs in smaller, more ‘local’ area of mathematics.
The work also highlighted the complex nature of
geometric diagrams, including the issue of labelling
and the different conventions that are used. Students
sometimes made unwarranted assumptions about the
information in a diagram, based on perception rather
than on what was given or could be deduced. However,
this could lead to valid results, in cases where the
assumption produced a special case that did not violate
the givens. This is a fascinating issue but difficult to
disentangle, and is something to which geometry is
perhaps particularly prone.
Students need help in appreciating the generic nature
of geometric diagrams, and a way of doing this is to
think of them dynamically. Students would benefit
from having more experience of drawing diagrams, be
it creating them from scratch, from written information,
or producing variants of a given diagram that remain
valid.

E
Parallelogram Task 1

F

D

Equilateral triangles
are drawn on the sides
of triangle ABC as
shown.
Prove that BDEF is a
parallelogram

B

A
A

Parallelogram Task 2

ABC is an equilateral
triangle, as is AEF.
AD = CE.
Prove that BEFD is a
parallelogram

C

D

F

C

E

B

5 What do we know? Paving the way for local deductions
As a prelude to tackling the GCSE geometry questions discussed in the previous chapter, one of the teachers
asked her students to write down what they knew about angles. This write-down-what-you-know approach was
used quite widely by the project teachers. It is a useful way of deciding what mathematical information is going to
be accepted as ‘true’ and which can thus be used to build proof arguments. It is also allows the teacher to sidestep
the problem of systematising a mathematical domain, and to focus just on local deductions. The approach carries
a certain amount of risk, since it puts considerable responsibility on the students and one does not know how they
will respond. It can also be enjoyable and illuminating as students often come up with surprising responses.
In this chapter we report on teachers’ use of this approach in the domain of odd and even numbers. This domain is
fairly familiar to students and requires relatively little prior mathematical knowledge to develop proof arguments.
We start with a top set Year 7 class where the teacher wanted students
to decide whether statements like “Even + Odd = Even” are true or
false and to justify their conclusions. She began the lesson by giving
each student an A5 sheet of paper with “Odds and Evens” printed on it
(right). The students were asked to write down what they knew about
such numbers, which was followed by a class discussion where some of
the students’ ideas were written on the board. The sheets of two of the
students, Sandra and Lena, are shown below.

Sandra

Before discussing these responses in detail, it is worth
digressing briefly to consider the fact that some of
the statements could have been written after the class
discussion. Thus, for example, there was quite a long
discussion about using algebra to represent odd and
even numbers, which not initiated by Sandra or Lena,
and it is possible, therefore, that Lena copied the
statements “even = 2x” and “2x − 1 = odd” from the
board. Of course, this would be quite legitimate and
would indicate that Lena had gained something from
the class discussion, which might, on the other hand,
have passed Sandra by. It is important to realise that
in classwork like this, which is rich in ideas, students
will not be equally receptive, even in a setted class.
One way that we have observed teachers respond to
this is by asking students to attempt a task for a second
time, after it has been discussed in class. This enables
students to adopt ideas that they found appealing, and
provides teachers with evidence of this occurring.
It is clear that Sandra and Lena had extensive
knowledge about odd and even numbers and how they

Lena

behave, as did most members of the class. Students
may find it informative to compare the different forms
in which the ideas are expressed, eg in words as was
the case with Sandra, or in symbols as occurred in
some of Lena’s statements; strangely, none of the
students, as far as I am aware, used dot patterns or
other visual representations (although several did in
the classwork that followed). It can also be useful to
compare different formulations of an idea (including
features such as explicitness, precision and the use
of technical terms): for example, while Lena wrote
that “All positive even numbers are in the 2 times
table”, Sandra wrote that “All even numbers (can) be
divided by 2”; another student’s statement was similar
to Sandra’s but more explicit: “Even numbers can
divide by 2 to make a whole number”. There were also
interesting examples of students trying to come to grips
with algebra, as in this statement given by Lena and
several other students: O ÷ 2 = x.5 (which presumably
translates into something like “When an odd number is
divided by 2 the result ends in 0.5”). Asking students to
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reflect on such features gives them the opportunity to
develop their explanation skills.
After the class discussion, students were given a
worksheet containing statements about the combination
of odd and even numbers. Sandra’s sheet is shown
below. Her initial approach seems to have been to

common belief that one should give lots of examples
in mathematics. Her use of dot patterns is not as salient
as for the first statement, which may partly stem from
the fact that the numbers (3 and 2) in her example are
not well chosen: they are really too small to show the
structure effectively. Also, where the even component
of the number 3 is shown by a ‘vertical’ rectangle as
in the first statement, the number 2 is represented by
a ‘horizontal’ rectangle. However, she does rescue
the situation somewhat why directing our attention
to the singleton in the result, and by explaining that
“to be an even number it has to be a perfect square
or rectangle”. Given the above shortcomings, her
response to the third statement (Odd + Odd = Odd)
is all the more powerful. Here she has given just one
example, involving quite large (but not unmanageable)
numbers and she has drawn a compelling but simplified
dot pattern: the structure of the numbers is plain to see
- and not just the odd-ness of the starting numbers but
the even-ness of the result, because of the clever use of
‘jigsaw’ pieces (as she herself calls them), on the verge
of being joined together.
We do not know whether the progress that Sandra
appears to have made in her responses to just three
short tasks is genuine or hit and miss. But either way,
there is a rich opportunity here for the teacher to draw
out the strengths of Sandra’s response to the third
statement.

Sandra

Lena’s worksheet is shown below. It will be recalled
that Lena had used algebra to express some of her
statements about odds and evens. She also used algebra
to answer the tasks on the worksheet.

generate several examples to show whether or not a
given statement is true. This is a very common strategy,
even amongst much older students, as our research
has shown. However, Sandra seems to appreciate the
need to go beyond this in that she produced some
quite effective explanations to show why the various
statements are true or false. Her explanations involve
dot patterns to show the structure of odd and even
numbers and their combinations.
For the first statement (Even + Even = Even) she shows
the structure of even numbers by putting a rectangular
border around pairs of dots, using the example 4 + 2
= 6, and it is quite possible that this example is being
used generically, ie as being typical of the sum of any
pair of even numbers.
Sandra’s response for the second statement (Even
+ Odd = Even) is more problematic. For a start, she
gives five examples where one would be enough to
show the statement is false. This indicates a tentative
understanding of the role of counter examples,
though it may simply mean that she is acting on the
5.

Lena

Lena had earlier written that “even = 2x” and she
now used this to prove the truth of the first statement.
The proof is impressive although it is perhaps rather
condensed (for example, it might be thought helpful to
have a reason for the statement “4x = even”, such as
“because it is a multiple of 2”, rather than treating it
as obviously true - but then where would this process
stop?!). The proof also lacks complete generality as
the first line refers only to the sum of identical even
numbers. A similar limitation applies to her other two
proofs.
The crossed out portion of her second proof is also of
interest. Here she seems to have written
4x = even
+ odd (meaning ‘the addend 1 is odd’?)
even + odd = odd.
On the face of it, this seems to be a coherent argument.
However, the last statement (“even + even = odd”) is
equivalent to saying that the statement “Even + Odd
= Even” is false, which is what she is trying to prove.
Thus Lena may have crossed out the argument because
she sensed it was circular.
The students in this top set Year 7 class produced a
variety of other interesting ‘proofs’. Several students
who gave just empirical proofs for the first statement
(Even + Even = Even”), stressed that one could choose
‘any’ or ‘random’ even numbers,
as in the first three of these five
extracts (right).

will succeed in doing so. To underline this point, we
look next at a Year 7 class from another school which
was described as being the 7th lowest attaining set out
of eight.
This class were also looking at odd and even numbers.
The teacher began the lesson by handing out A6-sized
pieces of scrap paper on which the students were asked
to write a number. Students were then asked to hold
up their number if they thought it was odd (and later,
even). There was a brief class discussion about why
students thought their number was odd or even and
they were then asked to illustrate what they meant
by odd and even on the reverse side of their scrap
paper. Some students were bemused at first and there
seemed to be quite a high degree of risk in the teacher’s
approach. At the same time, students were intrigued by
the flow of the lesson and seemed pleased to be asked
for their ideas. In the event, the students demonstrated
that many had quite well formed ideas about odd and
even numbers, as four of the five examples on the next
page show (though it is not entirely clear what the
example with the hands signifies).
Thus for example, students expressed the notion that
even numbers can be split into two equal ‘columns’,
that odd numbers do not form two equally balanced
parts, and that odd and even numbers alternate on a
number line. Students were invited to write their ideas

Some students used a very
tangible definition of even
numbers as being made up of
“lots of 2s” as in the last two
extracts (right). (The first of these
students also has an impressive
command of punctuation
- leaving aside the use of the
greengrocer’s apostrophe!)
This class produced a diverse
range of thought provoking
proofs, which gives the teacher
considerable scope for class
discussion. The quality of the
proofs was high, with many
focussing on the structure of
odd and even numbers. This
compares favourably with proofs
given by the high attaining Year
10 students in the Longitudinal
Proof Project sample. In turn this
suggests that if students are used
to an enquiry-based classroom
culture and are encouraged to
think about structure, then many
5.

on the board (bottom of page, below), where it can be seen that one student had the rather nice, concrete notion of
representing even numbers by 2p coins.
As students wrote on the board and explained their ideas, these were skilfully ‘reflected back’ to the class by
the teacher. The discussion gave students the chance to pick up ideas that they found salient and the students’
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subsequent written work suggests that many did this with some success. Students were given a set of worksheets
with partial statements about combining odd and even numbers which they were asked to complete, to exemplify
and to explain. Extracts from some of the completed sheets, with comments, are shown below.

Effective use of 2p coins and of ‘dot’ patterns to show
whether (but not why) the result is odd or even (though it
is not clear how the dot pattern would evolve for larger
numbers)

Tentative use of columns, though the highlighting and
idiosyncratic positioning of the singleton and the lack of
precision (especially in the 3rd drawing) indicate that the
rationale may not be fully understood

Effective use of dots to show whether given numbers
(though not the result) are odd or even and effective but
unsystematic use of coins to represent given numbers

An attempt to use coins and dots but does not show
structure effectively and produces a strange hybrid
Effective use of coins to show whether the result is odd or
even, and applied to large numbers.
5.

These responses lack the power and precision of
some of the top set Year 7 proofs discussed earlier.
Also few if any of the responses really get to grips
with explaining why a result must be odd or even.
Nonetheless many students in the class found at least
one effective way of conveying the structure of odd
and even numbers, and there is no reason to believe
that this could not be taken further in subsequent
lessons. The lesson demonstrates that even students
deemed to be low attainers can engage seriously and
productively with mathematical structure if given the
chance to do so.
We report now on another teacher working with a low
attaining Year 7 class (set 3 of 4). This teacher was also
working on odd and even numbers, and as with the
lesson just described, she started in a very open way, by
simply asking students to ‘draw’ two odd numbers and
the result of adding them (they had each been given a
blank sheet of A4 paper). Again, students were initially
unsure of what was required but they soon became
engrossed in the task and spent perhaps 10 to 15 to
minutes on their drawings.
Leaving the task open in this way sent a clear signal
that the teacher was curious about and valued the
students’ ideas, and this was reflected in the effort
they put into their work and the enjoyment they
derived from it. The drawings turned out to be very
informative, both in terms of revealing individual
students’ thinking and in illuminating the web of ideas
that the addition of odd numbers entails. Most students
demonstrated that they had some genuine insight into
the structure of odd and even numbers. Many students
used abstract or semi abstract shapes to represent their
numbers (eg patterns of dots or sweets), but some
drawings were more elaborate and figurative. Such
drawings might be regarded as less mathematical, but
some of them had considerable charm and they offered
a useful contrast to the more abstract drawings for
students to think about.
The drawing below, by student PT is fairly typical.
PT has an effective way of showing that the starting
numbers 3 and 5 are odd and that the resulting sum, 8,
is even. However, the drawing does not show explicitly
why the result must be even.

Student PT

In the next drawing (top, right) by student ME, the
representation of odd and even numbers is perhaps not
as elegant, but the pairing of elements is more explicit
5.

and an attempt is made to spell out the definition of
an odd number - as having “one left over”. As with
PT, we see that the result is even but not why this is a
consequence of adding two odd numbers.

Student ME

The drawing below, by NA, is similar to ME’s, with
elements again explicitly grouped in pairs, but the
situation is slightly less abstract, with apples rather
than dots and the inclusion of the context of a shop
- in which it is just possible to discern the resulting 12
apples, grouped in 6 pairs.

Student NA

The next three drawings (below) are similar to the
ones above. They nicely show the structure of the odd
starting numbers and the even result, but the necessity
of an even result is again not brought out.

details which go far beyond what is necessary to
show structure, but which nonetheless illustrate it in a
graphic and engaging manner.

Student RG (right) has illustrated
the sum of 5 and 7. His patterns
again nicely show the oddness
of each starting number, but in
contrast to all the other examples
considered so far, RG has
also successfully arranged the
patterns to show why the result
must be even. Of course, it is
possible that this ‘interlocking’
arrangement was fortuitous,
especially as in his second
drawing of the combination this
internal structure has been lost.

Student RG

The drawing below is a rare example of a student who
has not found an effective way to use dot patterns to
show the structure of odd numbers. The student has
been quite ambitious in the size of numbers chosen and
it is possible that this has added to his difficulties.
The final selection of examples from this class shows
two highly figurative drawings. These both contain

In the case of student AW (below), two odd numbers
are shown by means of smiling boy/girl pairs and a
sad singleton.
Student EM
(below, right)
has a rather
disorientating,
self-referential
representation
of the numbers
3 and 5, where
the pattern
elements are
animated
versions of the
symbols ‘3’
and ‘5’. The
structure of
the individual
odd numbers
Student AW
is indicated
in perhaps too
subtle a way
(by means of an
“odd one out”
hairstyle), but
the evenness
of the result
is shown very
nicely by
pairing off
the symbols
(and with the
symbols with
the “odd one
out” hairstyles
coming
together).
The risks taken
by this teacher,
in starting with
such an open
task, paid off
Student EM
hugely. Apart
from the sheer
pleasure that
the students’ work has given (to them and to us), the
students had the time and space to show, despite being
placed in a low mathematics set, that many of them
have genuine insight into the structure of odd and even
numbers. Their drawings also provide rich material
for discussion which can be used to consolidate and
develop their understanding.
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A more directive approach In this
chapter we have been emphasising the
benefits of an open teaching approach.
However, at some stage in a lesson or
sequence of lessons, a teacher will want
to direct students’ thinking to a particular
idea, which may or may not have come
from the students themselves. When
and how this is done, is a matter of
careful judgement. It too involves taking
risks, since students may struggle to
comprehend the idea or see its relevance.
We conclude this chapter by considering
an incident where a teacher did adopt a
directive approach and which turned out
to be effective (at least for one student,
Brian, whom we were observing and
whose work is shown here).
This teacher was working on odd and
even numbers with a middle band Year
8 class. He started with a very open
approach. However, later in the lesson
he became more directive, in order
to discuss the use of dot patterns to
represent odd and even numbers.
At the beginning of the lesson, students
were each given a large (A3) sheet of
blank paper. They were asked to draw
a spider diagram (something they were
used to doing) to show what they knew
about odd and even numbers. Brian’s
diagram is shown in the first extract, top
right. (The completed sheet is shown at
the bottom of the page.)
Brian demonstrated a sound basic
understanding of the properties of odd
and even numbers: “You can’t half
(sic) an odd number and have a whole
number”, and “Even numbers are always
in the two times table”. However, he did not seem
to know how to apply this to the next task set by the
teacher:
Can you say that the sum of two consecutive
numbers must always be odd?
Here Brian adopted an empirical approach, albeit
using an impressive range of numbers (see the second
extract, above). He also wrote some general statements
about pairs of consecutive numbers (that one will be
odd and one even) but he did not refer to the structure
of the numbers.
At this point the teacher gave an exposition about how
dots (arranged in two equal columns) can be used to
represent odd numbers (where there will be one dot
left over) and even numbers (where there will be no
5.

dot left over). As the third extract shows (above), Brian
was clearly receptive to the teacher’s ideas. Thus he
produced a structural proof not just for the original
task, but also for the case where the given numbers are
both even or odd.

6 Consecutive numbers
The project teachers worked extensively with
consecutive numbers tasks, which is the subject of
this chapter. As with the previous chapter, tasks in this
area can be based on relatively simple and familiar
mathematical ideas (including notions of odd and
even), thus making it is easier to for students’ to focus
on mathematical structure. A particularly popular task
was this one:
Take any three consecutive numbers and add
them together.
(a) What do you notice about the totals?
(b) Prove that it always happens.
The task came from a Mathematics Enhancement
Project (MEP) exercise on proof, of which the first
eight questions are shown below (ours was question 5).

questions (though one might be quite hard pressed to
use an alternative approach for questions 4b and 8).
This raises the issue of whether turning to algebraic
symbolisation is actually a help or hindrance when
one wants students to focus on structure - might it not
divert their attention away from structure to matters
of algebraic syntax? And what of tasks that lend
themselves to an algebraic approach but where the
structure is difficult to keep hold of? Is it sensible to
choose such tasks, when more ‘transparent’ tasks are
available? We discuss both these issues later in the
chapter.
A way of approaching a task like Q5, which many
of the project teachers followed to some degree, is
to work in phases with, say, students first trying the
question on their own (eg for homework), then in small
groups, then as a whole class (with groups reporting
their findings) and finally
revisiting the question on their
own. This way of working looks
to be highly promising, though
it also involves many subtle
difficulties, as we shall see.
Open or closed One of the
project teachers had found the
MEP materials on the internet.
When I first saw Q5, I assumed
that for part a) most students
would notice what I had ‘noticed’,
namely that the total is a multiple
of 3 (and is 3 times the middle
number). Thus the interesting
aspect of the question would be
the ‘proofs’ that students came
up with in part b). I had correctly
surmised that the open form of
the wording in part a) would
make students more interested in
their finding and more committed
to seeking a proof, but I had not
anticipated how diverse their
findings would be.

Q5 is relatively open, compared to the questions that
precede it, and as such it may be more motivating for
students (but also more demanding for the teacher in
having to manage the diversity of students’ approaches
and findings).
The exercise is preceded by worked examples where
all the given solutions are algebraic, which suggests
that this is how the questions are meant to be solved
(ie by forming algebraic expressions, manipulating
the expressions and interpreting the result). Of course
it is not necessary to use formal algebra to solve the

One of the first lessons in which
I observed Q5 being used was
with a Year 8 middle set. The students had been given
the question for homework and after the obligatory
starter to the lesson they were asked to discuss their
homework with their neighbour (the students sat
in rows, two to a desk). After about 10 minutes the
teacher asked for students’ findings which she listed on
the board (below).
As can be seen, there was considerable variety in the
students’ findings. It turned out that very few students
had noticed the “middle number × 3” relationship but
there was palpable excitement when it was revealed.
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explanation, based this time not on the increase in
corresponding terms but on the fact that each new
set of consecutive triples can be formed from the
preceding set by removing the number on the left and
placing a new number on the right. Thus in going from,
say, 1+2+3 to 2+3+4, the new sum has lost the “1” but
gained a “4”, a net gain of 3 (see below).

All the students whose work I observed approached
the task by considering several examples - usually
lots and usually in a systematic way. This was perhaps
partly prompted by the use of the plural “totals” in the
wording of part a) (it ought really to be “total”) but it
probably arose mainly from a habit that has become
ingrained in the problem-solving culture of English
mathematics classrooms.
The student who had reported that the “Answers go
up in 9s” (above) was asked to explain his finding. He
then wrote this on the board:
On one level, his
finding is rather
trivial. It is not
about any set of
3 consecutive
numbers since
it depends on
considering
several sets, generated in an essentially arbitrary
(but systematic) way. However, it can be seen from
the 3s written underneath the consecutive numbers,
that the student has the beginnings of a structural
explanation for his finding. Moreover, he was aware
of its contingent nature since he then wrote another
set of consecutive
sums on the board
(right), generated in
a different way, with
the totals this time
increasing by 6 (ie
by 2 + 2 + 2).
The work below shows another example of a student
who worked systematically and noticed a constant
difference between the totals, this time of 3.
This student also has the beginnings of a structural
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Several students focussed on whether the sum was
odd or even, as can be seen from the list of statements
that the teacher had written on the board. The student
whose work is shown below had noticed that if two of
the consecutive numbers are odd, the sum is even (and
vice versa). As with the various constant-difference
observations that we have just been discussing, this
lends itself to a structural explanation (although this
student did not give one). But in contrast to those
observations, it also applies to any such set of 3
consecutive numbers and so is less trivial.

Few students in the class came up with the “middle
number × 3” finding, and only one from the handful of
students whose work I was able to photograph:

He too generated several examples but there seemed
to be a genuine attempt to make these ‘random’ rather
than systematic:
This student’s choice of
examples is interesting.
While most students
start with a set of ‘small’
numbers (usually 1+2+3),
his first numbers are
relatively large. In his
3rd set, the numbers are larger still and can also be
thought of as fairly arbitrary, and it is possible that
they were chosen as a “crucial experiment” (a term
coined by Balacheff), in the sense of ‘if it works for
these it probably works for any others’. The numbers
in his final example (99+100+101= 300) are also large

but seem less ‘random’ and it is tempting to think they
were chosen for their ‘transparent’ nature: they seem
to show particularly clearly that the total is three times
the middle number and also why this is the case (in that
it seems particularly obvious here that the first number
is 1 less than the middle number and the last is 1 more).
However, the student
provided no explicit
evidence that he was
aware of this, in that his
attempt at a ‘proof’ in
part b) consisted just of
examples that confirmed
his “× 3” finding (see
right). This phenomenon,
of students seeming
to choose particularly
illuminating examples but then not backing this up
with any explicit explanation was quite common on
this and similar tasks and is a salutary reminder that
students may not be seeing the same thing as we are.
Before looking back at these various approaches I want
to look at one more student, part of whose work is
shown below:

As can be seen, this student generated examples that
changed in a typically systematic way. However, he
also generated an unusually large number of examples,
which seems to be bordering on the irrational: what
on earth was he expecting to find? Did he imagine that
the regular outcomes that he was generating might
suddenly change? Surely not. Perhaps he was trying to
demonstrate his diligence, or perhaps he was using an
avoidance strategy, to save having to think about why
his findings might be true. Interestingly, though, and in
contrast to his seemingly narrow, repetitive approach,
he has broken out of the constraints of the original

question by considering the sums not just of sets of 3
consecutive numbers but sets of 4 (as can be seen on
the right hand side of his page), and later on sets of 2,
5 and 6 consecutive numbers. The sum of his particular
sets of 3 consecutive numbers increases by 3 as one
goes from one line to the next, and similarly the sum
for 4 consecutive numbers increases by 4. He seems to
have encapsulated this by this impressive (if somewhat
cryptic) general statement:
I have noticed that however many consecutive numbers
you add together that is how many will keep on adding on.

He helpfully illustrates this by considering sums of
pairs of consecutive numbers, where he correctly
observes that there is a difference of 2. Finally he sets
out to ‘prove’ that his general observation “always
happens” by considering sums of 5 and 6 consecutive
numbers. He does this on the reverse side of the
sheet (not shown here) and as before writes down
10 systematic sets for each. He concludes that “My
prediction was right”.
Strangely, this student seems to have noticed the
‘× 3’ relationship right from the start, in that he has
written 2×3=6 above the sum 1+2+3=6 (see extract
above). However he seems to have been unable (or not
inclined) to investigate this further, ie to come up with
an explanation or proof. This is something we came
across quite often and we return to it later.
Looking back at the lesson, what stands out most is the
variety of observations made by the students. Some
of these observations (such as “the answers go up
in 3s”) are mathematically rather trivial, in that they
are contingent on the particular examples (or sets of
examples) that students chose. I was tempted to direct
students’ attention to the more fundamental pattern
(that the sum is 3 times the middle number) so that
they could to try to find a structural explanation for
it. However, I think much would have been lost by
doing this. For a start it would have shut a window
on the students’ thinking (and the fact that they
don’t necessarily look for or notice what we expect
them to see); it would also discourage students from
exploring, taking risks, thinking for themselves and
generally taking responsibility for and ownership
of their work. And though some of the observations
might seem trivial, they can still be tackled in a serious
mathematical way, ie in terms of structure: thus for
example, in the case of the set of examples 1+2+3=6,
2+3+4=9, 3+4+5=12, etc, where the total increases
by 3, this can be explained by the fact that the three
individual consecutive numbers increases by 1 each
time, or by the fact that two of the numbers stay the
same but one is replaced by a number that is 3 bigger.
Most important, perhaps, when students did spot the
‘× 3’ relationship, they often became quite animated,
with a ripple of excitement spreading through the
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room. I recall this happening with a relatively low
attaining Y10 set who were not used to working on
open tasks, and who were initially quite hesitant. Here
one student eventually found the relationship (as can be
seen from the script below), whereupon his neighbour
asked me, in all seriousness, whether this had ever been
found before and (less seriously) whether they could
copyright it! In the event, no one in the class went on
to ‘explain’ this result as asked for on their worksheet,
although this student was one of a group who managed
to generalise it, quite unprompted, to the sums of 5, 7
and other odd numbers of consecutive numbers.

Working in phases I observed another teacher use
this and another consecutive numbers task (questions
1 and 5 of the MEP proof exercise - see page 6.1)
with two of his classes (Y9 set 2 and Y10 set 1). In
both lessons the work was structured in phases. The
Y9 class was presented with the two questions at
the start of the lesson and the students were asked to
work through the questions in groups of about 3 or 4.
Each group was then asked to produce an overhead
transparency which they subsequently presented to the
rest of the class. Finally, the students were asked to
tackle the two questions again, but this time on their
own (and in silence).
The transparency below was produced by four boys,
Sasha (who acted as scribe), Derrek, Geoff and Roland.
Question 1 asks students to “Prove that the sum of
two consecutive numbers must be odd”. The students
started in a typical way, with systematic, empirical
examples. However, rather than getting locked into
this, they switched to examples that were more generic
(100+101=201 and even 10000+10001=20001).
Finally, they gave quite an impressive proof involving
the claim that “An odd and an even will always equal
an odd”, based on the ‘facts’ (or assumptions, givens,
or theorems) that “odd + even = odd” and “even + odd
= odd”. What is perhaps missing from the proof is the
explicit statement that with two consecutive numbers,
one will always be odd and one even.
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For the second question (the ‘sum of three consecutive
numbers’ task), they again start with systematic
examples, but again move on to examples (with
explanatory text) that are more illuminating and
general. Thus they provide an example (111 + 112 +
113 = 336; 336 ÷ 112 = 3) which quite nicely shows
their general finding that “3 × the middle number will
be the same as adding the 3 numbers together” (their
second sentence); more impressive still, they provide
a structural argument that “If you take one off the last
number and add it to the first they will be the same
No”, which they illustrate by transforming 4 + 5 + 6
into 45 + 5 + 65 then into 5 + 5 + 5.
It is interesting, though, that this argument comes right
at the end of the transparency, almost as an afterthought, and that their first written statement concerns
a less important relationship about parity. This suggests
that they may not appreciate the significance of a
structural argument even if they (or at least some in
the group) can construct one. This is borne out by the
written responses of the students when they tackled the
questions again on their own. The worksheet completed
by Sasha, who had earlier acted as group scribe for the
OHT, is shown below.
Sasha’s responses are similar to those he had written
for the group on the OHT, but with parts missing. Thus
his response to Q1 contains some of the same examples
and a similar, but more curtailed argument. In Q2 (sum
of three consecutive numbers) he has re-ordered the

Geoff’s response to Q1 (bottom, left) is similar to
Sasha’s but even more curtailed and perhaps not
quite as well worded. In Q2 he focusses on the parity
issue which he describes more fully than was done
on the OHT and with very effective use of examples.
However, he says nothing about the ‘× 3’ relationship
and makes no attempt to reproduce the structural
argument.
Derrek’s responses (below) are perhaps the most
interesting in this group. In Q1 he starts with the usual
examples, but then makes up a large, ‘random’ (but
unwieldy) example of his own. He makes no attempt to
reproduce the argument on the OHT, beyond the first
statement, “These are all odd”. However, he then goes
on to use dot patterns. Such patterns had been used
by two other groups in the class and presumably he
had picked up on this. The result is rather cryptic, but
reminiscent of the classic form used to represent odd
numbers (two rows of dots, with one row containing
an extra dot) and it is possible that
he was therefore trying to show
why the sum of two consecutive
numbers, in this case 3 (“odd”)
and 4 (“even”), must be odd.
statements and omitted one, which perhaps gives an
indication of how important or meaningful he felt the
statements to be: thus he has put the observation about
the sum being “3 × the middle number” first, ahead of
the statement about the parity of the result, and he has
omitted the third statement, ie the structural argument,
entirely.

On Q2, Derrek is the only one in his group to have
picked up on the structural argument used on the
OHT, in as much as he has reproduced the example
4+5+6=15 and its transformation into 5+5+5=15.
However, he does not attempt to explain this further,
as was done on the OHT, or to bring out the ‘× 3’
property, but instead his focus seems to be on the
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parity issue as he has written “the midd (sic) number
determines whether anser (sic) is even or odd”. It
is unfortunately not clear whether the transformed
example is quite separate from this statement or is
meant to serve as an explanation of it (the parity of
the middle number and the sum are the same, since
multiplying the middle number by 3 does not change
its parity).
The fourth student in the group, Roland, gave an
answer very much like Geoff’s to Q1 but left Q2 blank.
A particularly interesting feature of the lesson was
this last phase, where students were asked to tackle
once more the questions that they had spent all lesson
working on together, but this time working on their
own. The students seemed quite happy to do this, and
it gave them the opportunity to review the lesson, to
reflect on ideas that were meaningful to them and to see
how well they understood them. It also provided useful
feedback for the teacher about which of the many ideas
put forward in the lesson students valued and made
sense of - and it underlined the fact that students will
filter and reinterpret ideas rather than simply absorb
and faithfully reproduce all that they come across.
During the earlier phase of the lesson, where groups
fed back to the class using their OHTs, the teacher
adopted a very low key approach, occasionally drawing
the class’s attention to a particular point, but mostly
letting the groups explain their ideas in their own terms
and as best they could. This signalled very strongly to
the students that their ideas were valued and deserved
to be listened to. Students generally enjoyed this, both
as performers and listeners but the phase was also very
demanding - it took a long time, and many students
lacked experience in conveying their ideas effectively.
As a result, I felt a strong and frequent wish that the
teacher would intervene - to focus on what I thought
were important points and to bring them out more
clearly.
There is a real dilemma here about when and how
strongly to intervene, for which there is probably no
right answer. However, I admired the teacher’s rare
ability to resist such interventions during this stage of
the work, which can still be regarded as exploratory.
As students become more experienced in reporting
(and listening and discussing) this phase should also
run more efficiently (although it might still be desirable
to further shorten the time devoted to it, for example by
cutting down on the number of groups reporting back).
When this teacher used the two questions on
consecutive numbers with his Y10 class he set the
worksheet for homework. This extra phase, of students
working on their own (be it at home or in class) allows
students to explore some initial ideas which might
otherwise get lost or fail to emerge in a group setting
6.

- and which hopefully can be developed further in the
group.
I observed the lesson immediately after the homework
had been completed (phase 1) and where, as with
the Y9 class, the students were asked to discuss the
questions in groups and produce an OHT (phase 2),
present the OHTs to the class (phase 3), and then try
the questions again on their own (phase 4).
For Q1, the proofs tended to be better than in Y9, with
more students being explicit about there having to be
one odd and one even number, and with some students
given structural arguments based on the idea that the
sum of two consecutive numbers is equal to “the first
number times 2 plus 1”, as in this impressive phase 1
response:

For Q2 (sum of three consecutive numbers), the Y10
students seemed just as focussed on the parity issue
as the Y9 students. The ‘× 3’ property only began to
emerge during some of the group discussions (phase 2)
and there were few structural arguments even by phase
4. However, one student, Avril, had given an algebraic
explanation, which had an interesting impact on the
class. She had produced the explanation for homework
but it did not appear on her group’s OHT, perhaps
because they did not understand it or perhaps because
she was not confident about it herself - it transpired
she had been told the method by her father! However,
when the teacher discovered her answer (shown
below), she was asked to put it onto an OHT which she
then displayed to the class.

In phase 4, where students answered the two questions
again, on their own, several students incorporated
algebraic expressions in their answers, with varying
degrees of success. The student who had given an
impressive narrative proof for Q1 (shown above) now
gave a similarly impressive algebraic proof:

By contrast, here (below) is the phase 4 response to Q2
of a student who thought he had “got it when April was
exp(laining) it” but found he could not fully reproduce
her approach. (This is still a marked improvement
on his phase 1 response, though, where he had just
written four examples and the statement “I can’t see a
pattern”.)

It is also interesting to consider April’s phase 4 answer
to Q2 (top of page, right). She has lost some of the
formal language, which presumably came from her
father (“Assume ...”), and there is no longer the explicit
reference to the fact that the numbers are consecutive
(the reason why they can be written as x, x+1, x+2).
However, rather than just noting that the sum is a
multiple of three, she has now included the ‘middle
number × 3’ relationship. Also, in common with many
other students in the class, she now refers to the parity
issue (though without giving an explanation).
The algebraic argument used by April is clearly
structural in nature, but how meaningful might it have
been for her and some of the other students? Writing
the numbers as x, x+1, x+2 is a powerful way of
expressing the consecutive property of the numbers,

but the subsequent steps in the argument (summing
the terms, dividing the result by 3 to obtain x+1 and
concluding that the sum is therefore divisible by 3 and
perhaps also concluding that it is 3 times the middle
term) can be carried out at an essentially syntactical
level, ie without much sense of what the various
transformations mean with regard to the given context.
Thus, for example, when April arrived at the expression
x+1 in phase 1 to show that the sum was divisible by
3, she did not seem to connect this back to her use of
the same expression to represent the middle term. And
where she did make this connection in her phase 4
answer, it seems to have been mediated by one or more
numerical examples (in particular, 3+4+5=12; 12/3=4).
Of course, this very feature of algebraic symbolisation,
that once having captured the structure of a situation
one can abandon meaning for a while and just
manipulate the symbols according to established
formal rules, is also one of the strengths of algebra. It
can be difficult, and inefficient, to hang on to meaning
all of the time. On the other hand, if we want students
to focus on mathematical structure, and while they
are still in the process of learning the formal algebraic
rules, it would be foolish to abandon meaning for any
length of time.
One way to give meaning to algebraic symbolisations
is to link them to other representations, eg visual ones.
In the example below, the dot patterns are used to show
how x + (x+1) + (x+2) can be transformed into 3x+3:

x

x+1
x+2
3x + 3
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It can also be helpful to consider alternative algebraic
representations, some of which may be more salient
than others. For the current task, I would argue that
it is more illuminating to use x for the middle rather
than the first consecutive term, like this: x–1, x, x+1.
Here it is readily apparent that summing these terms
is equivalent to summing x, x, x. This of course is an
algebraic version of the ‘compensation’ argument
that some Y9 students had used (“Take 1 off the last
number and add it to the first ...”).
In the event, none of the Y10 students used this
algebraic version of the compensation argument,
though one student, Lee, part of whose phase 4 script
is shown below, might have applied the argument to
the standard algebraic formulation (her explanation is
difficult to interpret):

During phase 3 of the Y10 lesson, students were
made aware of the compensation argument through a
student who very nicely showed that 99 + 100 + 101
is equivalent to 100 + 100 + 100. Strangely however,
this seems to have had little impact: she did not use
the argument herself in phase 4 (perhaps because
she worked closely with April). Apart from student
Lee, (above) only 3 students in the class of about 25
used the compensation argument in phase 4, as these
extracts from their scripts show:

It is interested to consider why such structural
arguments were so rare, in these two classes and
many other classes that I observed, especially as we
have found some classes, often designated as quite
low attaining, where the situation is very different.
My feeling is, the reason may often be cultural rather
than cognitive, ie it may have more to do with a lack
of familiarity or emphasis than with any intrinsic
difficulty. Thus, we tend to concentrate on the search
for pattern (such as the parity relationship between the
terms and the sum) but without tying this to a search
for an explanation.
Emphasis on the use of algebraic symbolisation can
also have a bearing on this. In the Y10 class that we
have just discussed, its use came about by chance,
through a parent helping one of the students with
the homework. However, I have frequently observed
teachers push an algebraic approach, particularly with
their high attaining classes but often with disappointing
results. Understandably, teachers value the use of
algebra and it is often the way they approach problems
themselves. However, I think this can also lead to
teachers underemphasising the structural aspect of
an argument (and not seeing how an appreciation of
structure can be nurtured through visual and narrative
forms); as discussed above, it is easy to assume that
students are aware of the structure embedded in an
algebraic argument, when for much of the time the
argument takes place at a syntactic level, with little
regard to meaning.
I am not (quite) suggesting that we should hold back
on algebraic symbolisation. However, when we first
attempt algebraic arguments this should be alongside
arguments expressed in narrative or visual form and we
should continually return to the meaning of the algebra,
ie work at a semantic as well as a syntactic level. This
is also important for learning the syntax itself.
Difficulties with algebraic symbolisation On the
occasions when I observed students using algebra,
they often struggled. In a Y10 set 2 class students were
working on the MEP question, “Prove that the sum of
two consecutive numbers must be odd”. The teacher
had reminded the class about how one can use algebra
to express even numbers (eg 2n) and odd numbers (eg,
2n+1 or 2n–1). A group of students that I was talking
to used n and n+1 to represent the consecutive numbers
and correctly derived 2n+1 for the sum. However,
they seemed unsure what to do next so I asked them
to explain why 2n+1 must be odd. The dominant
member of the group responded by evaluating their
original expression, n + n+1, for various values of n,
thus sidelining the algebraic transformation rather than
tapping in to its power.
Another group was trying to “Prove that the sum of two
consecutive odd numbers must be even”. They began
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by writing 2n+1 + 2n+1, which is impressive except
that it represents identical rather than consecutive odd
numbers. When I pointed this out, a student assured me
that it was alright, as n could be any number (and so
could take different values within the same expression).
Another student wondered whether the next odd
number might be 3n+1.
Of course the struggle with algebra can be worthwhile,
if it is not too overwhelming. Here is the phase 4
response to the ‘sum of 3 consecutive numbers’ task
by a student, Mark, from the Y10 set 1 class we
considered earlier in this chapter (see page 6.6):

We can not be sure quite what is going on here, but it
can be seen that Mark eventually arrives at a correct
algebraic expression, 3n+3, for the sum. He seems to
have used numerical examples (in particular, 2+3+4
and 3+4+5) to help him find and/or check this (but in
an empirical rather than a generic, ie structural, way).
Mark seems at one stage to have written 2 + (2+1)
+ (2+2) = 4(2+1). The expression on the right does
not give the correct total, 9, and the 4 may have
come from the superficial observation that there are
four 2s on the left hand side: these 2s have differing
structural significance and by collecting them together
the structure is lost (the second and third 2s are a
consequence of having chosen 2 as the first term but
the fourth 2 is independent of the first term).
Elsewhere Mark has written (2+1)2, which does gives
the correct total (for 2+3+4) but which again does
not embody the structure. Sensibly he seems to have
checked the validity of this by trying (3+1)2 for 3+4+5,
which he then crossed out, presumably because it did
not give the correct total, 12.

structure of the situation: 3n+3 (for the general case
with n representing the first consecutive number),
3×2+3 (for the case where the first number is 2) and
3×3+3 (where the first number is 3). We don’t know
which of these expressions came first, but having
found one it presumably led him to the others. We also
don’t know whether he truly saw the structure or just
hit upon an expression that worked. However, even
in the latter case, it seems likely that he achieved a
better sense of the structure of the task and its algebraic
representation than he had at the start and so the
excursion into algebra was worthwhile.
I observed a Y9 set 1 class working on the
same task, where a student had also derived
the correct expression 3n+3 for the sum.
The teacher tried to elicit from the class why
this meant that the sum was a multiple of 3.
The students were reluctant to respond, even
when the teacher asked “What do you get if
you divide (the expression) by 3?”, and when
she subsequently rewrote the expression as
3(n+1) the students seemed bemused. The
students were probably not yet experienced
enough with the syntax to use algebra as an
effective tool. Rather than trying to transform
the algebraic expression further, it might
have been more fruitful to consider what
it stands for. I observed a student do this
very effectively in a Y8 set 1 lesson, where
the class was working on the ‘sum of three
consecutive numbers’ task. The student had
written n + n+1 + n+2 = 3n+3, followed by
this explanation:

Interestingly, the teacher made use of this explanation
in her next lesson (with a Y10 set 3 class) where she at
one stage wrote this on the board:

At various places Mark has written (and not crossed
out) three expressions which correctly express the
6.

Of course, one could go further with this approach (of
focussing on the meaning), by arguing that “1 more
multiple of 3” than the nth multiple is the (n+1)th
multiple of 3, which would give another take on why
3n+3 can be written as 3(n+1).
Another student, Tim, in the Y8 set 1 class recently
referred to, had a nice way of combining an algebraic
with a numerical approach (reminiscent of the Y10
student Mark - see the top of page 6.9). Here is Tim’s
work on the ‘3 consecutive numbers’ task, where
he starts by representing the numbers and their sum
algebraically:

Tim’s subsequent use of the numerical example is
perhaps to check the algebra (3×10+3 matches 3n+3)
but it is also possible that it was through the numbers
rather than the algebra that he managed to find the
“middle number × 3” rule.
The class was also asked to consider sums of 4, 5 and
6 consecutive numbers and it can be seen (above)
that Tim has started to consider this, at the bottom
of the page, where he has written “... or the number
of consecutive numbers times the first number and +
the number of consecutive numbers”. Thus where the
sum of 3 consecutive numbers
is 3n + 3 (where n is the first
consecutive number) the sum
of 4 consecutive numbers will
be 4n + 4, etc. In fact this is
an over-generalisation as Tim
discovers as he works on (right):
At the top of this second page of
Tim’s work, he has checked his
expression 4n+4 for n=10 and
found that it gives 44 instead
of 46. He then writes down
the correct expression, 4n+6,
which he seems to have derived
algebraically, and does the
same for five (5n+10) and six
(6n+15) consecutive numbers.
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In a conversation with the teacher, Tim then discovers
that the constant terms in his expressions are triangle
numbers, which causes much excitement. (The nice
thing about this is that it can be related back to the
way the numbers were derived (eg the 10 in 5n+10
comes from the sum of 1, 2, 3 and 4), which we know,
even without doing the computation, is how triangle
numbers are structured.)
Using and supporting algebra The authors of the
MEP proof exercise shown on page 6.1 intended the
questions to be solved algebraically (this is clear
from the worked examples preceding the exercise).
However, it is not essential to use algebra and, as
we have seen, some of the questions can be solved
equally well by other means. This certainly applies to
the ‘sum of 3 consecutive numbers’ task, which lends
itself to approaches which stay focussed on meaning,
whether the relations are expressed algebraically, in
words or visually. However, some of the questions in
the exercise, particularly Q4b and Q8 are clearly more
difficult to solve ‘semantically’, ie by examining and
remaining aware of the structure. This is Q8:
Prove that if you add the squares of three
consecutive numbers and then subtract two,
you always get a multiple of 3.
Here the task-situation is relatively complex (and also
rather contrived) and it is therefore more difficult to
keep hold of the structure. On the other hand, if one has
the manipulative skills, it is quite straightforward to
solve the task algebraically, as this solution shows:
Let n be the first consecutive number, say.
Then we want to show that n2 + (n+1)2 + (n+2)2 – 2 is a
multiple of 3:
n2 + (n+1)2 + (n+2)2 – 2 			
(1)
2
2
2
= n + (n +2n+1) + (n +4n+4) – 2		
(2)
2
= 3n + 6n + 3					
(3)
= 3(n2+2n+1)					

(4)

Of course, one
needs to consider
the structure to
construct line (1).
Also, one could
pause at line 3 and
instead of factorising
to obtain line 4,
one could retrieve
some meaning by
‘inspecting’ the terms
(ie by proceeding in
a similar way to the
Y8 student discussed
earlier, who noticed
that both terms in
the expression 3n+3
are multiples of 3).

However, someone with the syntactical skills needed
to get to line 3 would probably have little difficulty in
carrying on to line 4. Thus this question is well-suited
to practising manipulative skills - and to demonstrating
the problem solving power of algebra (even if some
will find the process rather joyless!).
Even if one does see Q8 primarily as an algebraic
task, it is nonetheless possible to interpret the
steps semantically, and this might provide a useful
secondary activity that helps develop or consolidate the
manipulative skills. Consider this visual approach:

n

n+1

n+2

2

Here the first row shows a geometric representation of
the task and the second row shows a transformation.
The second row matches line (3) of the algebraic
solution and the result is clearly a multiple of 3, as
there are 3 identical blue, 6 identical orange and 3
identical yellow pieces. The transformation can also be
taken a step further, by removing part of the third shape
(ie part of the square of the third consecutive number)
and adding it to the first shape, as here:

The new arrangement clearly shows that we have a
multiple of 3 and indeed that it is ‘3 times the square of
the middle consecutive number’, ie 3(n+1)2. (Notice,
too, that this expression is equivalent to the expression
in line (4) above.)
This last geometric transformation (above) is similar to
the compensation argument that can be applied to our
original ‘sum of 3 consecutive numbers’ task (‘Take
1 from the third consecutive number and add it to the
first’). Thus, as students undertake tasks that involve
more complex algebraic manipulations it may still
be possible to support this by giving meaning to the
expressions and their transformations.
How important is it to find ways to support algebraic
manipulations? Earlier we argued that Q8 could
be solved quite straightforwardly, if one has the
manipulative skills. This statement begs the question

of how these skills are acquired and what they consist
of. Expressed formally, the algebraic transformations
in lines (1) to (4) above involve the commutative,
associative and distributive laws. (So, for example,
the transformation of line (3) into line (4) rests on the
fact that, in the domain of numbers, multiplication is
distributive over addition.) Students may not be using
these laws explicitly, but a case can be made that
they are more likely to be successful if they can give
some kind of meaning to the situation, by relating it
to a context (like the composition of areas illustrated
above), which embodies these laws, ie where these
laws apply automatically. (Of course, this begs the
further question of how to find appropriate contexts, for
which the short answer might be, experience - ie you
find a context that works and stick to it!)
Q4b from the MEP exercise, which is shown below,
has similar characteristics to Q8:
Prove that if you multiply two consecutive odd
numbers, and then add 1, the result will be a
multiple of 4.
Thus it too lends itself to an algebraic solution, such as
the one below:
Let 2n+1 be the first consecutive number.
Then we want to show that (2n+1)(2n+3) + 1 is a
multiple of 4:
(2n+1)(2n+3) + 1 			
(1)
= 4n2 + 2n + 6n + 3 + 1			
(2)
= 4n2 + 8n + 4				
(3)
= 4(n2 + 2n + 1)			

Its structure also
1
can be represented
geometrically, as a way n
of providing (some)
support to students’
n
understanding of the
algebraic steps and
manipulations.

n

(4)

n

1 1 1

There are also tasks which can be solved algebraically
(or numerically) but where it is extremely difficult
to gain real insight. One familiar task of this sort is
where a rectangle is drawn on a number grid and the
difference found between the products of the numbers
in opposite corners of the rectangle.
The white-board projection below shows how this
task was introduced to a Y7 set 1 class that I observed.
Here the rectangle was a 4 by 4 square and the number
grid had 10 columns (ie any given number is 10 more
than the one immediately above it - though only the
numbers inside the chosen square are shown here). The
difference in the products came to 90.
A nice thing about the task, despite its opaque nature, is
that one can easily change the position of the rectangle,
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its dimensions and the number of columns in the grid.
In turn, it is a potentially rich task in terms of making
observations, and making and testing conjectures.
Also, by not showing the complete grid, students are
encouraged to find the corner numbers by considering
the relationships between them, rather than simply by
drawing.

The work below is by Andy. He has found the corner
numbers for a 4 by 4 square without drawing all the
columns of the grid and he has confirmed that the
required difference is 90. He has also managed to
express the corner numbers algebraically, which is
very impressive, although he has made a mistake in
expanding the products (n+30 × n+3 and n × n+33).

Another student, Alan (above, right), has gone further
by successfully expanding the algebraic products
(though he seems not to have taken the final step of
finding their difference).
As is apparent from these scripts, the difference
between the products of the opposite corner numbers
is independent of the position of the rectangle. Rather,
it is depends solely on the ‘horizontal’ and ‘vertical’
differences between the corner numbers - in the
above examples these differences are 3 and 30, and 3
× 30 gives 90. This can be proved algebraically in a
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straightforward way, which these two students came
close to doing. However, it is difficult to ‘see’ why
the relationship must be true, which is frustrating. It
also means that the opportunity to gain insight into the
relationship is not available, or at least highly elusive.
I would therefore hesitate to use the task, despite the
positive features mentioned above and despite the nice
work that many of the students produced.

The teacher of this Y7 class used various other number
grid tasks. For example, a ‘number cross’ task where
a cross surrounding 5 numbers is drawn anywhere
on a number grid and a relationship sought between
the middle number and the sum of all the numbers
inside the cross. This is simpler than the ‘difference of
products’ task and it is more intuitable - a relationship
can be found using a compensation argument. The next
two extracts below show part of a write-up of the task
by Andy.

As with the ‘difference of products’ task, Andy tries to
use algebra to prove his relationship (that “any cross
in the 100 square is 5 × the middle number”) which
this time he does successfully (below). However,
his working suggests that he is doing more than just
simplifying an expression in that he shows very nicely

how the various parts of the expression relate and
“cancel out”.
This teacher made high demands and as it so happens
she had tried Q8 from the MEP proof exercise (about
the sum of the squares of three consecutive numbers)
with her top set Y8 class. She had previously discussed
how to represent consecutive numbers algebraically
and many of the students seemed able to do this, as in
the case of Garth, whose work is shown below:

Though Garth could represent the three consecutive
numbers algebraically, it can be seen that he had
difficulty in representing their squares and this turned
out to be the case for most students in the class. Here
are three fairly typical examples. The first (below), by a
student called Gemma, is similar to Garth’s, except that
here only the n-terms have been squared.

In our second example (below), the given situation
(the sum of the squares of three consecutive numbers)
is expressed very nicely. However, in deriving the
result (3n)6+3, ie in attempting to transform and
simplify the initial expression, the student seems to
have manipulated the terms with little or no sense of
what they originally represented. Thus to get “3n” he
seems simply to have counted the number of times “n”
is written on the page, while ignoring the indices and
brackets, and he seems to have derived the numerical
term “3” and the index “6” in a similar way.

This third example (top of page, right) is similar, with
a nice initial expression followed by a manipulation
where the original meanings are ignored through the
use of some kind of ‘collecting together’ schema which
does not fully fit the situation.

This same student subsequently expanded the
expression (n+1)2 using a ‘grid method’ (below). This
allowed him to find the four terms of the expansion
successfully, but in collecting them together he again
ignored some of the structure and meaning.

Perhaps the algebraic manipulations required for Q8
are too complex for these students at this stage, or
perhaps they need more support of the kind discussed
earlier (eg, the use of composite area diagrams) to
build on the skills they do have.
Earlier in the lesson the students had been asked to
consider a variant of the ‘sum of three consecutive
numbers task’, which the teacher had worded as
follows:
Show that the sum of three consecutive even
numbers is always a multiple of 6.
Here the students were also encouraged to use algebra,
and they did so with greater success. The response of
Gemma, who had written n2 + n2+1 + n2+2 (above) on
the ‘squares of consecutive numbers’ task, is typical.
She again found a correct expression for the required
sum and this time simplified it correctly (to 3n+6):

This is impressive, even if the approach is restricted
by having to assume that n is even. This means that
the evenness of the numbers n, n+2 and n+4 is not
expressed entirely by the algebra, and so it is not
immediately apparent that 3n+6 is a multiple of 6.
However, Gemma seems aware of this limitation, even
if she does not resolve it entirely successfully.
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In the response below, the evenness of the numbers
has been expressed algebraically (though the rubbingsout suggest it may have been quite a struggle!).
The expression for the sum has also been simplified
correctly and the student seems to have argued quite
successfully that the result, 6n+6, is a multiple of 6.
This is the student who had written (3n)6+3 for the sum
of the squares of three consecutive numbers (p 6.13).

Garth, who had given an algebraic response (page 6.13)
similar to Gemma’s on the ‘squares of consecutive
numbers’ task, also started with an algebraic approach
here, but soon abandoned it (below). This is really an
example of ‘pseudo algebra’ since it expresses none
of the properties of the given numbers (other than that
there are three of them and they are to be added). Such
responses are common when students are starting to
try to use algebraic symbolisation and can provide a
useful vehicle for discussing what the purpose of such
symbolisation might be.

As can be seen in the above extract, Garth went on to
claim that one of the consecutive even numbers must
be a multiple of 6, and that the sum of the other two is
also a multiple of 6. This has the beginnings of a nice
(narrative) proof (assuming that the statements are true
and can be justified!). In fact several students gave
the same argument, presumably because the idea had
travelled round the class. Where students attempted to
justify the argument, they usually did so empirically, as
in the explanation below.

A nice feature of this explanation, although it is only
empirical, is that the student has considered all three
possible kinds of cases, namely where the multiple of
6 is the first, second or third consecutive even number.
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In fact, this student went on to develop a visual
explanation, for the example 4+6+8 (below). This
shows the beginnings of a structural argument which
could fairly easily be generalised to all cases where
the second number is a multiple of 6 (and similarly for
when the first or last number is a multiple of 6).

This possible set of arguments does not have a clear
match with any algebraic statements that students made
(and in this case it would be difficult to construct one).
However, this particular dot pattern could be used to
support a different and more general argument, namely:
‘the sum is always 3 times the middle number, which
itself is an even number, so the sum is a multiple of
2×3 which is 6’. An algebraic equivalent of this is 2n–2
+ 2n + 2n+2 = 6n, and so the dot pattern could be used
to give meaning to this algebraic way of expressing
the sum and its transformation. Similarly, a dot pattern
could be found to support the more usual algebraic
construction, 2n + 2n+2 + 2n+4 and its simplification
to 6n+6.
Using dot patterns We have seen examples in other
chapters of the use of dot patterns to show structure.
However, the use of dot patterns (and other visual
approaches) was not particularly widespread, especially
where teachers were emphasising an algebraic
approach and despite the fact that the patterns could be
used to support the algebra.
We feel that more emphasis could and should be given
to this support role. However, students also need
experience of constructing such patterns in their own
right, to learn about the subtleties involved: while
dot patterns can show structure in a very direct and
illuminating way, they don’t automatically do so. We
thus conclude this chapter by looking at attempts to
use dot patterns on some of the consecutive numbers
tasks, and the difficulties that students sometimes
encountered.
The piece of work below is from a Y9 set 1 student
who was working on the ‘sum of three consecutive
numbers’ task, and trying to show that when the first
number is odd the sum is even. Here he has made good
use of the standard pattern for odd an even numbers
(ie with dots, or in this case crosses, arranged in two
equal-as-possible columns) and he has then shown how

the two left-over crosses (on the odd numbers 3 and
5) can be paired up (hence making an even total). This
visual argument is basically very nice.

The response to the same task by another student in
the class is shown below. As can be seen, there is
quite a lot going on. Thus she seems to have started

with systematic examples and noticed the constant
differences that occur for the sum; she has then
considered the parity of the sum, and noticed that the
sum “will always be divisible by 3”. This is shown in
enlarged form below:

she has made of the simplified expression 3x+3: does
she see that this provides a proof of her conjecture
(and why it does so)? Interestingly, though, she has
followed this with another numerical example, 1+2+3,
for which she has also drawn a dot pattern (shown
enlarged below). For the numerical example, she
initially just adds the numbers (getting the total 6
which she presumably sees is divisible by 3); but she
then explicitly links the numbers to the expression
3x+3, so she is clearly making some attempt to explain
or justify the algebraic structure. However, with the
dots (or rather, crosses) she does not get that far. Her
pattern shows that the result is 6 and it can also be read
as showing that this is a multiple of 3; however, it only
happens to be a multiple of 3 - there is nothing in the
way the crosses have been drawn and re-arranged to
demonstrate that this must be so - nor that it is of the
form 3x+3.

Though this student did not get far in moving between
numerical, visual and algebraic representations of
the task, it seems to me that such an attempt is worth
undertaking and should be encouraged. It could be that
the choice of 1+2+3 for the numerical example did
not help here: it is rather ‘simple’ and special, and a
more ‘generic’ choice (eg 11+12+13) might have made
it easier to see the structure (numerically and in the
corresponding dot pattern).
I also observed a middle set Y10 class working on
the ‘sum of 3 consecutive numbers’ task (and later in
the lesson on extension tasks such as the ‘sum of 5
consecutive numbers’). The students worked in groups
and were asked to prepare an OHT of their findings to
show to the rest of the class. In the previous lesson, the
teacher had spent some time on the use of dot patterns
to represent odd and even numbers and some students
made use of this in the current lesson. Some others
used algebra.

As can be seen, she has also successfully expressed
the task algebraically, though we can’t be sure what



It could have been more powerful still if he had seen that
instead of moving the one left-over cross to the right, he could
have moved the other left-over cross to the left, thereby making
not just an even total but transforming the three consecutive
numbers into 3 lots of the middle number.

The students seemed to find the work engaging, but
some seemed content to make observations without
looking for explanations. Thus, some students who had
found that the sums of 3 consecutive numbers were
multiples of 3, seemed bemused when I asked them
why this might be. On the other hand, one of these
students reacted with a loud “Aha!” when someone
from another group announced that the sum was ‘3
times the middle number’.
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The group-OHT shown below is reminiscent of the
response of one of the Y9 students shown earlier (top
of page 6.15). Here the re-arranged dots give some
indication that “two odd and 1 even” (specifically,
5+6+7) “adds up to an even number”. However, the
patterns don’t throw much light on the students’ more
powerful claim that “all answers are multiples of
three”.

In contrast to this, the OHT below very effectively
shows why the sum of 5 consecutive numbers is a
multiple of 5. Notice here that the students have just
used single columns of dots to represent the individual
consecutive numbers. Double columns, which are so
effective for showing the parity of a number, are not
necessary here, indeed they would tend to obscure the
‘multiple of 5’ property.

The pattern in the OHT produced by another group of
students is similar, except that the rearrangement of
the dots has been done in a haphazard way (below).
We can see that the dots have been rearranged into 5
identical patterns, but we can’t really be sure that this
would always happen for 5 consecutive numbers - the
students have not really captured the structure.

Thus the effective use of dot patterns can involve quite
subtle notions, eg knowing when a particular kind of
arrangement is appropriate, and appreciating whether a
transformation brings out the structure or not.
One of the group of students had approached the tasks
algebraically, and had written this for the ‘sum of 3
consecutive numbers’ task:

When questioned about this, it transpired that the
students had not derived the expression (a+1)×3
algebraically (ie by manipulating the left hand side);
instead, they were simply expressing an empirical
generalisation that they had made, that the sum
is 3 times the middle number. This is of course
perfectly legitimate, as long as the logical status of
the expression is made clear - which is quite a subtle
issue. (The expression 3a+3 was added during this
discussion, to show how one could move from the LHS
to the RHS algebraically.)
Later they wrote this for the ‘5 consecutives’ task:

Here they did intend the RHS to be seen as being
derived from the LHS. This is perhaps easier to do
this time as the algebraic form is slightly different and
easier to simplify. In fact, the form matches the dot
pattern shown opposite (in the left hand column of this
page) and it would be nice to think that this might have
influenced the group’s formulation.
In this chapter we have looked at students’ responses
to a range of consecutive number tasks. As with odds
and evens (chapter 5), consecutive numbers provide
accessible mathematical content, thus allowing students
to focus on structure.
We discussed the merits of using open tasks. Though
this can make lessons less predicatable, and hence
more ‘risky’ for the teacher, it can also make lessons
more productive and exciting, by allowing students
to take more responsibility for their work and to
become more engaged. Students came up with many
unexpected findings, and even where these seemed to
be relatively trivial mathematically, they often leant
themselves to structural reasoning.
We also looked at organising students’ activities
into phases, with students sometime working alone,
sometimes in groups and sometimes as a whole class.
Used appropriately, such a way of working looks as if
it might have considerable benefits.
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We also looked at the use of algebra. Many tasks
which can be solved algebraically (ie using algebraic
symbolisation) can be solved equally well without.
Teachers tend to value algebra very highly (the project
teachers were no exception), but, ironically perhaps,
the use of algebra can divert students from looking at
structure. We feel that students should be encouraged
to consider a variety of approaches (algebraic, visual,
verbal) so that one approach can inform the others
and, in particular, can help to maintain meaning for the
algebraic expressions that students try to construct and
manipulate (often unsuccessfully). We think this holds
even for tasks that are particularly well suited to an
algebraic approach, but that teachers should also think
carefully before choosing such tasks.
We also discussed the use of dot patterns, which are an
obvious choice for representing tasks involving whole
numbers (as is of course the case with ‘consecutive
numbers’ and ‘odds and evens’). Such patterns can be
very illuminating but there are subtleties involved in
using them effectively.
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7 Evaluating students’ responses
In earlier chapters we have written about the benefits
(for teachers and students) of sharing and evaluating
students’ responses. Commonly this takes place as and
when responses arise during a lesson. However, such
activity can also be planned in advance, by compiling
banks of responses and then selecting particular types
for students to evaluate. It is this approach that we
consider in this chapter.
The selected responses need not have been made by
the students engaged in the evaluation, indeed it can be
beneficial, initially at least, to take responses made by
other students (eg from a similar class, and carefully
anonymised), so that the students undertaking the
evaluation don’t feel vulnerable or too inhibited.
The task below comes from a written test devised for
the Longitudinal Proof Project. It was designed to
investigate students’ understanding of proof but it can
equally well be used as a teaching activity, to acquaint
students with different proof types and to help them
identify their different characteristics. Several teachers
on the current project did this, using this or similar
tasks (eg the ‘sum of two evens’ task on page 2.2).
Unlike the items below, most of the items used in the
Longitudinal Proof Project were open-response. For

some of these we developed teaching activities based
on examples of different response-types that arose in
the research.
To get a sense of what students can get from such
an activity, we focus in this chapter on a discussion
I had with four high attaining Year 8 students on
selected responses to Question A1, shown below. As
mentioned in Chapter 2 (pages 2.3 an 2.4), A1 involved
a familiar kind of pattern of white and grey tiles, and
A1

Lisa has some white square tiles and some grey square tiles.
They are all the same size.
She makes a row
of white tiles.
She surrounds the white
tiles by a single layer
of grey tiles.

How many grey tiles does she need to surround a row of 60 white tiles?
Show how you obtained your answer.

was designed to see whether students could discern
the pattern’s structure and use this to make a ‘far
generalisation’, ie to determine the number of grey tiles
needed for a large number of white tiles, in this case
60. The numbers of tiles in the item were deliberately
chosen to see whether students would resist operating
solely on the basis of number patterns. Thus in the
given array, there are 3 times as many grey tiles (18) as
white tiles (6). Also, there are 10 times as many white
tiles in the desired array (60) as in the original array
(6). An argument based solely on these number patterns
leads to the conclusion that 180 grey tiles are needed
(rather than 126) for 60 white tiles. We found that a
sizeable minority of students in the Longitudinal Proof
Project gave this answer, either using the argument
that there should be 10 times as many grey tiles in the
required array as in the original array (ie 10 × 18 =
180), or (less frequently) there should be 3 times as
many grey tiles as white tiles in the desired array (ie 3
× 60 = 180).
Response E below shows the 10×18=180 argument
and is one of several responses that we printed on card,

E
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for use in our discussion about A1 with the four Year 8
students. In all, the discussion took about 20 minutes.
We started by asking the four students to attempt the
item themselves and then showed them card E with the
×10 number pattern spotting response. This is how the
discussion proceeded:
DEK (interviewer): [reads out response] What’s going on
there... can you make sense of that... whether it’s right
or wrong is another matter... can you kind of read
their mind...?
Group Yeh, I can see...
Ella ...well if you’ve got 6 white tiles... and 18 white (sic)
tiles and 6 times 10 equals 60 so that means that you
have to do 18 times 10 to get your answer... I can
actually see me doing that...
DEK: Can you?
Alan I didn’t actually look at how many white tiles there
were here, I didn’t notice how many there were...
DEK You were lucky, maybe...
Alan ...they’ve included the 3 at the end but they will
always be 3, they won’t get any bigger.
DEK They’ll always be 3....?
Alan Those ones will always be 3 at the end... ...as long as
it’s just one row [of white tiles] there will always be 3
and it is only these ones [the horizontal rows of grey
tiles] that change.
DEK Right. So what is this [18×10] answer doing to those
3 at the end?
Alan multiplying them by 10... whatever it is... well it is
including them... ... they should only multiply... what
is it? -1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6... they should only multiply 12
by 10... that amount is the only one that gets bigger...
and that one.... these ones always stay as 3 on either
end... so if you multiply them then it suggests it is
getting bigger like that as well...
[Discussion continues]

This discussion gave the students the opportunity to
make sense of and evaluate someone else’s response.
Rather than just dismiss the response as wrong, the
students identified the method that had been used and
tried to make sense of its inner logic. Moreover, Alan
went on to consider why the method was wrong, by
analysing the effect of multiplying all the original grey
tiles by 10. (It is legitimate to multiply the row of 6
grey tiles above and below the original 6 white tiles
by 10, but not the columns of 3 grey tiles at each end,
as the resulting border of grey tiles would no longer fit
snugly around the white tiles.)

A

C

D

F

Next, the four students were shown five more responsecards, A, C, D, F and I, below. All had the correct
result, but the explanations/working differed in a
variety of ways, for example in the use of words and
diagrams, and in their explicitness. The discussion
went as follows:
DEK Would anyone like to say anything about them which one they like... or is similar to their own...?
7.

I

Hal

I think that this one’s the best [response I - which
meets with general agreement], it’s the best
explanation, but I like that one best [C] ‘cos its nice
and simple.
Alan Also this one’s interesting [A] because the person...
they looked for a kind of formula... I did one, I did
one [a formula] after I got the answer ... but they’ve
done it by noticing the formula first and then working
it out from that.
Ella I like that one [I], it’s really simple and I think its a
good idea to draw a diagram [‘yes’ from others in
group].
DEK What about the fact that there are no words at all, so
we’ve got a kind of...?
Joy
That makes it clear.
Alan If you write it out with words, you have to kind of...
you can write it kind of... it can be hard to explain
how you did it... it can be hard to explain it, but if you
do it with a nice clear diagram, it’s really easy to see Hal - it’s often difficult to relate words to maths...
[Discussion continues]

It can be seen that the students clearly preferred
explanations that were simple and clear, and they
were particular attracted by the visual explanation I,
although none of them had used a diagram in their own
attempt at A1 (as we shall see). Verbal explanations
did not appeal to them, perhaps because they found
them difficult to formulate and/or understand, as
suggested by Hal’s final comment, but perhaps also
because such explanations tend not to be emphasised
in the mathematics classroom. (At most, we tend to ask
students to ‘show working’.)
I continued the discussion by trying to probe whether
the students could see any virtue in some of the more
verbal explanations.

DEK OK, you might find it difficult [“to relate words
to maths”], but if you think about someone
communicating... say you had been writing this...
for your teacher... or someone else who is not in the
school so you wanted it nice and clear, or you were
going to phone it - oh, that’s a bit unfair.... because
you then can’t have a diagram... In terms of making it
absolutely clear what is going on, do you still like the
diagram best even though there is no kind of words to
help us at all?
Alan - if they showed how the diagram relates to this [the
working next to the diagram], if they showed that
these two 60s [in the working] are the top two there
[on the diagram] and the 3s are the two on the side
Joy
- sometimes words muddle you up if you don’t use
the exact wording
Alan - also different people can interpret - if you explain
it, different people can interpret it in different ways
DEK - is that not true of diagrams as well? Do you know
that classic psychology diagram... symmetrical shape
like that... some people see it as a vase and some
people see it as two faces..?
Group - oh yes

Ella
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Hal
Alan
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Alan
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Ella
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Alan
DEK
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DEK
Ella
DEK
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And there’s one where you can see it as a really
beautiful women or as a really ugly old woman - that’s right, yes
[suggests a way of improving one of the responses
(I?) but unclear]
- oh I see...
- this one [I] is best because you can relate it to any
type of question
[repeats his earlier suggestion of linking the diagram
and the working in response I]
Uh ha... Yes, I agree with you, it [I] is basically very
nice and clear, no doubt about that... What about
any of the others? This one’s a formula [A], which is
kind of elegant and nice mathematically, whether it
explains it or not, I don’t know...
They’ve done it, like, 120+6 is 126 grey tiles, and
they’ve put all the words in, like “grey tiles equals”,
not just .... they’ve put words in with the equation
- I like that one [I], I think it’s really clear... and I like
these two [I and A], and I also like that one [C] - So you like I and A and you also like C...
- but those two [D and F] have got too many words
- D and F have got too many words??
Yes...
If you had lots of time and ....
- I think this one’s [F] quite clear actually, ‘cos it
says um [reads] “60 times 2 is 120, this accounts for
the grey tiles on the top and bottom” and then “plus
3 plus 3 is 126, this accounts for the grey tiles on the
sides”.
Yes, I think it’s clear but it’s just a bit extra
- a bit long... - especially if it was a test question or
something as well
- if they’d put a little diagram like that [I] in there,
so you could see... ‘cos also, when they say the ones
along the top they might mean all those along the
top including the ones at the sides, so if they put
a diagram like that, and showed it... then I think it
would be quite clear.
OK, you’re right about that, it depends what game
you’re playing. If you’re doing a test you want to
be quick but if you say have a period to write what
you wanted to... So let’s look at D and let’s pretend
they’ve got lots of time. [Reads D out loud.]
I think that’s a bit wordy really, it’s a bit long
- it’s certainly wordy [laughter]... but is it a good
explanation? - it may not be an efficient explanation
but is it ...
It’s a good explanation but you can... it can just be
written in a much simpler form just by doing that [I]
- the diagram you think is just that much simpler
- yes, it shows exactly that and it’s much easier to
take in.
[Pause in the discussion, while I consider showing
some other response cards. ]

It is clear that the students remained wedded to the
clarity and directness of response I. However, the
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discussion did give them the opportunity to examine
the other responses more carefully and to become
more aware of some of their positive characteristics
(as well as possible shortcomings, like the ambiguity
of “on top”). Also, the discussion allowed the students
to start thinking about the different purposes that a
mathematical explanation might have and how this
might relate to the audience to whom it is directed.
The students were then shown three more responses
(J, K and L, below), all of which again had the correct
result and again were quite diverse.
DEK

...OK, three quite different ones in a way... any
thoughts?
Ella But I think that one, number J, is most like mine.
DEK Right. Is that the best or the worst!?
Ella I don’t think it’s the best... but it’s just how I would
do it.
Alan I think this one [K], although the diagram isn’t
labelled, I think it just helps you see that when
they’re saying these 60 - [edit] - even if it’s not
labelled, it helps you see that when they’re talking
about ‘on each end’ they’re talking about those bits,

DEK
Ella
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Alan

DEK
Alan

DEK
Alan
DEK

J

DEK

Ella
DEK
Ella
K

Hal
DEK
Hal
DEK
Hal
DEK

L
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Ella

and then... it just helps you see which bits they’re
talking about.
OK... what about L? Any thoughts about that? Did
you take in what that’s about? - “for each white there
is one above, one below”...
I think with this person they just worked it out in their
head and just wrote it down to explain Yeh that’s probably right, they did it afterwards to tell
us how they did it...
It’s a bit like a formula, only worded, in a way... ‘cos
they say... for each line... for each white there are two
grey tiles plus 6 on either end... on the ends... it’s a bit
like a formula.
In what sense is it like a formula?
Well it’s a rule - it’s a rule, saying for each white
there will always be two greys... and then you just
have to add on 6 for the ones at the ends. It could
apply, that could apply for any number of white
tiles... cos it’s not like an equation, it’s a rule that will
always work for however many there are in the line - right so, it’s not just talking about the 60...
- yeh it’s... it uses 60 because that’s how many there
are but if you just change that and then did the maths
for it it would work for anything.
OK so if we call that sort of a verbal formula... and
[respone] A was a formula, kind of, still had some
words in it [Grey tiles = (White tiles × 2) + 6], and
then you’ve got your own “g = 2n + 6” [this was part
of Alan’s written response - see later]. If we regard
each of those as formulae: so yours, A and L. Any
views about the three of them, are they all equally
good?
[Longish pause... various murmurs...]
Alan’s typical algebra formula, this one [A] which
has a few words in but I think we can still call it
a formula, it’s a rule for working it out for any
number... and this [L] is a kind of verbal formula...
where it is saying for each white you have to double,
and then you have to add this 6 at the end...
Well I like A the best. Sorry! ‘Cos that’s got too many
words [L] and Alan’s is kind of confusing, yeh, I
don’t understand algebra!
Confusing?! Too few words?...
Yes and so this one [A] is really simple, yeh, and that
one [Alan’s] I think is very mathematical...
I like Alan’s the best because I think it makes the
most sense to me...
Does it?? [some incredulity]
- and it’s the quickest and most efficient.
OK, so it’s a bit like the diagram in terms of quick
and efficient...
- and it’s right, and it’s the sort of thing I kind of
thought of as well ...
OK... that’s fair enough... It’s a nice way for you to
summarise what is going on.
For a mathematician, someone who is very good
at maths it’s a good one... for someone who likes a
simple routine.

DEK So it depends on who your audience is...
Ella - I think that one [A], to anybody who reads it, it
would explain itself. To that one [Alan’s] it would be
very easy for people like mathematicians. And this
one [L] is just long!
Alan If I was like talking to a class for example, I would
use that one
DEK A?
Alan - yeh I would use A because it is kind of um...
DEK - what not L, you wouldn’t use L?
Alan I would write that [A] and say that [L]
Hal I would summarise it in the end as that, though
[Alan’s].
Alan Yes... using A and L... I would say how I came to this
[Alan’s] formula and then finish with that
Ella It is the formula at the end that would get you good
marks... [laughter].

Alan is undoubtedly the strongest mathematician in
this group, as is shown for example by his use of the
formula “g = 2n + 6” in his written response for A1 and
by the fact that he spotted the generality in response L
(“For each white block there is 1 above and below”).
Alan’s use of language is interesting. In describing this
generality, for example, he makes good use of phrases
like “any number” and “however many”. And he talks
of the explanation being “a rule” and “a bit like a
formula”, both of which capture the sense of generality
very nicely. However, it seems strange that he does not
seem to have access to the term itself. Also, when he
says it is “not like an equation” he is using ‘equation’
in an idiosyncratic way (he seems to be meaning a
numerical statement or equality, such as 60 × 2 + 6, or
60 × 2 + 6 = 126).
Alan’s insight with respect to response L may not have
been fully shared by the other students, who accorded a
high status to formulae involving algebraic symbols. As
she had done earlier with response D, Ella dismissed
L as containing “too many words”; however, she saw
algebraic formulae as appealing to mathematicians
(though not to her) and as attracting good marks. Hal
aligned himself with an algebraic approach (“it’s the
quickest and most efficient” and “it’s the sort of thing
I kind of thought of as well”), even though his own
response to A1 was purely numerical (see later).

enthusiastic about during the discussion. The fourth
student, Hal, used an algebraic formula in his second
attempt, a form of explanation that he had strongly
endorsed earlier. In line with the group’s views about
brevity and clarity, most of the explanations were still
quite short, and contained few if any words.
The discussion gave students the opportunity to
think critically and insightfully about mathematical
explanations. Using other students’ responses made
the situation non-threatening and made it possible
deliberately to choose explanations that I thought
might broaden their experience and provoke discussion

Alan

After the discussion, the students were asked to try
A1 again, and to include in their revised explanation
anything that appealed to them from the response cards
and the discussion. Their original responses (in the
answer box) and revised responses (written below the
answer box) are shown below (for Alan, Ella, Joy and
Hal respectively).
The most obvious difference between the pre- and
post-discussion responses is that three of the students
introduced a diagram into their explanations, no doubt
influenced by response card I which they had been

Ella

7.

Joy

Hal

and reflection. The students had strong views about
what they liked and disliked but they were receptive
to at least some features of explanations that they had
not used themselves. Also, it was possible to begin
to shift the students’ perspective from one of ranking
explanations in terms of these likes and dislikes to
a more dispassionate consideration of the quality of
different explanations. They also began to think about
the different functions that an explanation can have and
how this might relate to its intended audience.

7.

8 Thought experiments
Throughout this report we have stressed the importance
of looking for structure, and of trying to do this from
the beginning of the solution/proof process. This means
one should consider holding back on the search for
empirical data, at least for a while or unless one is well
and truly lost or stuck.
Related to this approach is the notion of ‘thought
experiment’. A thought experiment involves making
conjectures and testing them ‘in the head’ rather than,
or at least before, testing them in a more empirical way.
It involve predicting, anticipating and monitoring, not
‘generate data first, think about it later’.
Some of the tasks in the proof tests devised for the
Longitudinal Proof Project lend themselves rather
nicely to thought experiments (we discuss these
tasks later). However, we did not find much evidence
of students actually approaching them in this way.
The reasons for this are unclear. Perhaps, thought
experiments require rather more abstract thinking than
does the generation of data. Perhaps also students are
not used to working in this way, which is borne out by
the fact that we rarely observed teachers promoting this
approach in the current project.
Unfortunately, we did not manage to pursue this issue
in any depth, although we did investigate it, none too
successfully, in a small set of lessons involving Heron’s
Problem (see later).
I happened to observe one of the project teachers use
the familiar task Maxbox with a high attaining Year 8
class. The lesson started with drawings projected on the
board of several different open boxes, each made from
a 20 cm by 20 cm sheet of card with identical squares
cut from the four corners. The students were asked
for their hunches about the volume (strictly speaking,
capacity) of the boxes as larger squares are cut from
the corners - does the volume increase, decrease or stay
the same? This was a nice way to start but it was not
pursued for long.
Instead, students started sketching the nets of specific
boxes, calculating their dimensions and the resultant
volumes. The example below is typical of the students’
work: confident, well laid out, systematic - but perhaps
with not much thought given to the significance of
the results. It can be seen that the maximum volume
occurs when the cut-out squares have sides 3 cm
long. However, the student has not just considered
the next one or two cases (to check that 3 cm gives
the maximum) but has gone all the way to the largest
possible cut-out square (with sides 9 cm long). This
demonstrates the student’s thoroughness and diligence,
 At this stage, the class was only considering cut-out squares
with sides a whole number of cm long

but it is not really necessary - unless there is some
reason to think that there might be a second maximum.
A more extensive discussion at the beginning of the
task might have allowed students to get a better feel
for the task and to think more strategically. What
is interesting about the task is that the volume does
change and that, indeed, there is a maximum. (But
how readily did the Year 8 students appreciate this?
It would have been nice to have known!) One could
explore this by, for example, thinking about extreme
cases. Consider a box made by cutting out very small
squares, (say of side 2 mm): this has a large base but
is very shallow (with a height of 2 mm) and so would
seem to have quite a small volume; we can make the
height as close to zero as we like (by decreasing the
size of the cut-out squares); this will produce larger
and larger bases, but not beliebig** large: rather, the
sides will always be less than 20 cm; thus we can make
the volume as close to zero as we like. Similarly with
boxes at the other extreme: we can make the base very
small, with side as close to zero as we like, but with the
height always less that 10 cm: so again we can make
the volume as close to zero as we like. Thus there must
be a maximum somewhere between the two extremes.
Of course, this does not tell us where the maximum
will be, and it turns out that this is quite difficult to
determine analytically (certainly for Year 8 students!).
**  Though beliebig is not as popular as Blitz or Zeitgeist, it is an
überuseful word whose meaning lies somewhere between ‘any’
and ‘as you like’.
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So at this stage it would be quite appropriate to look at
and compare specific cases.
When I first met the Maxbox task, I thought the
maximum would be reached when the box was a
cube. This was using my knowledge about volume
and surface area of cuboids (namely, that for a given
surface area, the cuboid with the largest volume is a
cube). However, this task is not about constant surface
area, as pieces are cut off the given square; also it is not
about closed cuboids.
It is instructive to compare Maxbox and the classic
Sheep Pen task, where the aim is to make an as-largeas-possible rectangular pen from a fixed length of
fencing and a ‘very long’ wall. Here I initially made
a similar false argument as with Maxbox, namely that
the maximum area would be given by a square pen**.
This time I was wrongly applying the fact that, for
a fixed perimeter, the rectangle with the largest area
is a square. However, this argument is not entirely
misplaced and can lead to a correct analytic solution:
it turns out the desired pen
pen
forms half a square, made
wall
from a whole square that is
bisected by the wall.
A task that has features of both Maxbox and Sheep Pen
is the following:
Take a square sheet of card. Imagine folding the sheet
(with three parallel folds) to make a square-based box
(without a base or top); consider the capacity of the box
when it is placed on a plane surface (a table, say, or a
football pitch).
Imagine cutting the original sheet in half to make two
identical rectangles and then join the rectangles again
along their shorter sides. Make a new open square-based
box (either shorter and wider or taller and thinner).
Continue this process to make an ever longer/thinner
rectangle (see rectangles below) and an ever shorter/
wider or ever taller/thinner open box. What happens to
the capacity of the box?

challenge to explain why. (For example, imagine a box
and a second box with half the first one’s height; what
happens to the sides of the base and hence to the area
of the base?)***
Two of the project teachers tried a truly classical task,
sometimes know as Heron’s Problem****, with one of
their classes. A version of the task is shown below.
B

A

Heron's Problem

A and B are points on the same side of a line k.
P is a point on the line k.

Find the position of P where AP + PB is a minimum.

A nice feature of this task is that it readily provokes
conjectures, some of which can fruitfully be addressed
through thought experiments. It can also be solved in
elegant, analytic ways (although it is a moot point how
the necessary insight for such solutions might arise).
A common conjecture is to suppose that the desired
point is equidistant from A and B, ie lies on the
perpendicular bisector of AB (see below, left). This is
true when A and B are the same distance from line k,
but imagine moving A towards the line and/or towards
B, into a position like the one shown below, right. The
resultant point is to the right of B (ie lies outside the
projection of AB onto the line k), which is clearly not
minimal.
B

Experience with Maxbox and Sheep Pen may well lead
to the belief that, somewhere in the middle, there will
be a box with maximum capacity. It turns out that this
is not the case! Using thought experiments, it is a nice
cut

join

 This is a well-known kind of error, in which valid (and much
prized!) mathematical knowledge is applied in an inappropriate
way.
**  It can be instructive to consider what happens to the area of
the pen as one changes the shape from a square, to a pen that
is slightly taller or slightly wider - which direction of change
increases the area, and why? By considering beliebig small
changes, we have here the beginnings of calculus!
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k

P

B

A

A

P

cut

k

P

k

join

***  We came across this task (or rather a variant involving
cylinders) in an article by Johnson (2006) in Mathematics
Teaching, 198. Her approach is very different, with an emphasis
on model making and on calculating using spreadsheets.
****  The task is attributed to Heron of Alexandria who lived round
about 100 CE. Heron noticed that light travelling from one
object to another via a mirror goes by the shortest route. This
provides a useful context for thinking about the task.

A second common conjecture is to suppose the desired
point is the midpoint of the projection of A and B on
the given line k (below, left). Again, this is true when
A and B are the same distance from line k, but imagine
moving point A closer to the line (or even onto the
line). It becomes obvious that the proposed position of
P is not minimal (below, right).
B

B

A
A
P

k

P

k

When we tried Heron’s Problem in two project-school
classes, students did occasionally make conjectures,
as in the two cases below (from a Year 9 top set).
However, students were reluctant to interrogate their

hunches, ie to conduct thought experiments. (This is
not entirely surprising, as it is a difficult thing for the
teacher to cultivate: it is often not practicable for the
teacher to engage in such discussions with individual
groups of students, and students may feel threatened if
their ideas are put up for scrutiny by the whole class,
unless an ‘enquiry maths’ culture has been developed.)
Generally, students preferred to seek the minimal
point by making measurements, as in the case of a
pair of students (from a Year 10 top set) whose work
is shown below. As with the Year 8 student’s work on
the Maxbox task discussed earlier, these students were
very systematic. However, they too seemed not to be
evaluating their results as they went along. Initially
they measured the lengths of the pair of lines that they
drew, in order to find the total distance. But they soon
adopted a ‘production line’ approach, whereby they
drew the pairs of lines for all the grid points on the
base line (line k) and only then measured their lengths
to calculate the distances.

One pair of girls arrived at the conjecture that the
shortest distance would occur when the angles that the
lines AP and BP make with line k are equal. This turns
out to be true, though they were not able to prove this
or go on to find the desired point analytically. They
called the 50˚ angles (below), angles of incidence and
reflection - interestingly, they had recently discussed
reflection in a physics lesson.

 The teacher had contextualised the task as one of finding the
best place to put a computer (along a given wall) if one had to
make frequent journeys from a scanner to the computer and then
to a printer.
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It turns out that a nice way
Darren sketches a circle.
He then draws a quadrilateral
He then draws the diagonals
to solve the task is by using
He calls the centre C.
PQRS, whose corners lie on
of the quadrilateral.
the idea of reflection, and
the circle.
presumably this is what Heron
P
P
had in mind. If one reflects
Q
Q
point A or point B in line k
and then draws a straight line
from the image to the other
C
C
C
point, then this line intersects
line k at the minimal position
S
S
R
R
of P (below left and below
right). This makes use of
Darren says
a very familiar piece of
“Whatever quadrilateral I draw with corners on a circle,
mathematics and something
the diagonals will always cross at the centre of the circle”.
which one might expect to
be relevant (namely, that the
Is Darren right?
.........
shortest distance between
two points is a straight line),
Explain your answer.
but it also requires a creative
leap (to identify the necessary
points). It could be said the two girls came nearest
Question G1 (above) was used in the Year 8 and
to seeing this, thanks to a recent experience recalled
Year 10 Longitudinal Proof Project tests. The given
from their physics lesson, but no one else came close,
statement can very simply be shown to be false, by
not even ‘retrospectively’, ie after finding the minimal
using a thought experiment, namely by imagining
point empirically.
moving one of the points P, Q, R or S slightly, to
another position on the circle: if the diagonal from the
B
B
moved point passed through the centre of the circle
originally, it will no longer do so.
A

A

k

P

k

P
A'

B'

It is difficult to know how students can be taught to
make such leaps - but it is worth encouraging students
to at least look for them (rather than devote all their
attention to finding data), and also to consider what
other mathematical knowledge might be relevant.

On the other hand, it is encouraging to note that a
substantial minority of students (19 % of the sample
in Year 8, 32 % in Year 10) gave answers of the type
below, some of which might well have stemmed from
thought experiments.

Interestingly, the task can also be solved using
knowledge about weights and string (below, left) or
ellipses** (below, right).
B

B

A

A

P

k

P

k

 A string is tied to a pin at B, passes through a frictionless ring
with a weight attached, and then over a pin at A; the weight is
lifted by pulling on the string, until the ring touches line k.
**  The ellipse has foci A and B and is tangential to line k.
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In the event, we found very little evidence of students
using this strategy. Two fifths of our high attaining
sample of 1512 students agreed with the statement
in Year 8, with one quarter still doing so in Year 10.
Students who answered correctly usually provided a
drawing of a counter example. Often this would happen
after a series of seemingly random trials, with students
producing drawings of several quadrilateral to see what
happens.

How does one encourage students to think in a more
analytic/dynamic way? We have said a bit about this in
chapter 2, in relation to Euler’s relationship (p2.6) and
the Angle sum of a triangle theorem (p2.7); and also
with regard to drawing and understanding diagrams

in chapter 4 (p4.10). A way forward
might be to invent tasks where a slight
variation (such as moving a vertex
under a given constraint) destroys a
mooted relationship; and tasks where
the relationship is preserved. (for
example, consider an equilateral
triangle with two fixed vertices and
one that can move (so that two of the
sides can change in length): will the
angle at the free vertex stay at 60˚ if
the vertex moves parallel to the fixed
side? If not, what might the path be?]

One corner of tile A is moved
to the centre of tile B, as shown.

B
A

What fraction of tile B is
overlapped by tile A ?

.........
Explain your answer.

Item G2b (top right of page) was used in all the
Longitudinal Proof Project tests. It shows two identical
squares with the corner of one at the centre of the other,
and asks students for the area of the overlap. Most of
our students could determine the required fraction (a
quarter) correctly. However, many had difficulty with
their explanations, which ranged from the perceptual
(“It looks like a quarter”) to the analytical (“If you turn
square A, then the triangular region that is uncovered
has the same area as the triangular region that is newly
covered”).

sample) answered the first part correctly, but nearly all
of them did so by evaluating the factorial (5! = 120,
120 ÷ 3 = 4). This of course is not possible with 50!,
which is why we chose it. We wondered whether
students could forgo closure and analyse the structure
of the situation. In the event, very few did so, with only
about 9 % of our Year 9 sample giving a response like
the one at the bottom, left of the page. Instead, students
would try to evaluate 50! (eg it is 10 × 5! = 1200), or
they would give spurious mathematical arguments like,
‘50! is not divisible by 19 because 19 is prime’.

The item provides a good starting point for conducting
thought experiments. For example, it can be used to
explore the givens in a situation, by examining what
happens when the givens are changed: moving the
pivot point, changing the size of the rotating square,
changing the squares to, say, rectangles. How do such
changes affect the overlap, and what (if anything)
remains invariant? Thus one might ask, “For what
pairs of shapes (one fixed and the other rotating about
a vertex placed at the centre of the other), does the area
of overlap stay the same?”.

Unfortunately we don’t have much evidence, either
from the current project or the previous one, that
students readily conduct thought experiments in
mathematics. However, we are not convinced that
this is due to thought experiments being intrinsically
difficult. Unless clear evidence emerges to that effect,
it is surely worth giving students more experience of
thought experiments. Thus, we should encourage them
to make conjectures about mathematical situations and
to think these through, rather than immediately perform
calculations or in other ways generate data. As with
the above question on factorials, one way of doing
this is to use tasks where it is impossible (or difficult
or unnecessary) to generate data, or where, at most,
‘partial’ calculations are needed. Examples of such
tasks are shown below.

We also used a question (A4) concerning factorials. In
the Year 9 version, after defining factorial, we asked
students whether 5! is divisible by 3 and then whether
50! is divisible by 19. Most students (83% of the

5! means 5

4

3

Decide which is larger, 5!

 For example, consider an equilateral triangle with two fixed
vertices and one that can move (so that two of the sides can
change in length): will the angle at the free vertex stay at 60˚ if
the vertex moves parallel to the fixed side? If not, what might
the path be?

Maths Medicine

D

DAY

38

2

1.

2 or (5

2)!

www.mathsmed.co.uk

Comment: In the first expression 5! is multiplied by 2, in the
second it is multiplied by 10 × 9 × 8 × 7 × 6.

8.

21

31 = 651.

Use this to help
you calculate
22

Maths Medicine

32.

DAY

D

21

The average age of the players and
their manager is 10 years 2 months.
How old is the manager?

www.mathsmed.co.uk

Comment: 22 × 31 is 31 more than 21 × 31 (which is 682);
22 × 32 is 22 more than 22 × 31 (which is 704).

The average of

The average age of the 11 players
in a hockey team is 9 years 2 months.

8, 10 and 21 is 13.
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89
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Comment: The first statement is equivalent to there being 11
people all aged 9 years 2 months. The second statements is
equivalent to having 11 people who are all one year older, and
an extra person aged 10 years 2 months...

Which is larger,

21

5 or 21.1

5.1 ?

What is the average of 8, 10, 21 and 13 ?
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Comment: We can infer that 8 + 10 + 21 is three 13s;
so 8 + 10 + 21 + 13 is four 13s.

How much larger is 26 plus twice 29
than 29 plus twice 26 ?
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Comment: One approach would be to compare both
expressions to “26 plus twice 26”.
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Junior Maths Medicine
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91
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Comment: The same amount has been added to 21 and to 5, so
the proportional increase is not as great for the numerator as for
the denominator...

9 Conclusion
Empirical arguments play an important role in
mathematics. They can lead to conjectures about a
mathematical situation, and they can provide a strong
sense of conviction that a conjecture must be true.
However, unless one can come up with an exhaustive
argument or is working in a finite domain, they do not
show that a given conjecture must be true. For this
we need structural arguments, ie arguments based on
mathematical properties. Some structural arguments
(though perhaps not all) are illuminating, ie they not
only show that a mathematical relationship is true,
but why it is true. It is arguments of this kind that we
should focus on in school as they can help develop
students’ understanding of mathematical ideas.
In this report we have amassed considerable evidence
to show that secondary school students can engage
with mathematical structure, including students in
‘low attaining’ mathematics sets. The key here is that
teachers give their students the opportunity to do
so. In this project we were privileged to work with
highly skilled teachers, who had established attractive
working atmospheres in their classrooms and who
had the confidence to take risks. Given all that (!), the
methods they employed were often quite simple: for
example, ‘working in phases’ (see chapter 6) so that
students had the opportunity to explore a problem and
to then share their ideas; or using devices like spider
diagrams (concept maps) to let students reveal (and
reflect on) what they already knew (see chapter 5).
Teachers tended to use numerical/algebraic tasks
rather than geometric tasks, and the former often
seemed to ‘work’ more successfully. This does not
mean that number/algebra is somehow ‘easier’ than
geometry (does such a proposition even make sense?).
However, often the geometry tasks that the teachers
used involved the circle theorems (see chapter 4) and
this did throw up difficulties - for example to do with
the nature of diagrams (whether they are specific or
generic) and the fact that the circle theorems tend to be
treated as a system, which requires fluent knowledge of
the theorems and how they are linked.
The successful numerical tasks could be quite rich and
challenging, but they often involved quite small areas
of mathematics with which students were reasonably
familiar - eg the nature of odd, even and consecutive
numbers (see chapter 6). Thus these proof tasks
involved ‘local’ proofs rather than proofs of theorems
embedded in a complex network of axioms, undefined
terms and other theorems. It should be possible to do
the same in geometry, either by deferring the process
of systematising, or by working in a more confined
 See for example Hanna, G (1989) Proofs that prove and
proofs that explain, in PME 13, vol 2, pages 45 - 51.

area of geometry, such as ‘parallelograms’ (see page
4.12), as long as the ideas are accessible but can offer
challenging tasks.
We looked at some of the characteristics of common
proof tasks, including the approaches that can be used
to solve them. The project teachers tended to favour
algebraic proofs (ie solutions involving the creation
and manipulation of algebraic expressions), even, as
was often the case, for tasks where an argument could
be expressed perfectly well in narrative or visual form
(eg using dot patterns). We would argue that these
other forms of proof should also be valued, especially
as students often find them easier to construe**. We
observed that students often struggled with algebraic
symbolisation; if therefore teachers prioritise algebra,
they may be creating a barrier to looking at structure.
On the other hand, some tasks are difficult to solve
without recourse to algebraic symbolisation (eg,
question 8 on page 6.1) and teachers need to be aware
of this when choosing them. With such tasks it is
worth seeing whether there are ways of supporting
the algebra, eg by finding visual representations of the
various algebraic steps in their solution (see page 6.11).
Students often generate examples before (or instead
of) looking for structure, particularly when ‘doing’
‘investigations’. This can be perfectly legitimate.
However, we feel that students (and their teachers!)
should be made more aware that it can be possible
to see structure (or at least speculate about it) before
considering examples. Many commonly used tasks
are well suited to such a direct approach (though they
may benefit from being re-cast, as with the matchsticksquares task on page 2.5). However, we also identified
tasks where the structure is less transparent and
where an empirical approach may well be helpful (see
chapter 2).
We think students should be encouraged to engage
in thought experiments (see chapter 8), which again
means holding back on the search for empirical data.
This is especially important with the growing use of
ICT, where data can be generated very easily.
We also discussed the benefits of evaluating student
responses. In chapter 7 we looked at selected responses
to question A1 from the Longitudinal Proof Project
tests. Such compilations can be a useful resource, and
we have therefore put selected responses to items G1,
G2b and A4c in the Appendices.

**  Of course, some forms of algebraic proof are easier
to construe than others - see, for example, the algebraic
expressions on page 6.16, column 2.
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APPENDIX 1
Item G1 (right) was used in
the Year 8 and Year 10 proof
tests for the Longitudinal
Proof Project. We discuss the
item in chapter 8 (page 8.4).
On this page (below) we show
selected ‘Yes’ responses to
the item; on the next page we
show selected ‘No’ responses.
The responses can be used
with students to help them
develop an awareness of the
different qualities of students’
written explanations (see
chapter 7).

Darren sketches a circle.
He calls the centre C.

He then draws a quadrilateral
PQRS, whose corners lie on
the circle.
P

C

Q

He then draws the diagonals
of the quadrilateral.
P

C
S

Q

C

R

S

R

Darren says
“Whatever quadrilateral I draw with corners on a circle,
the diagonals will always cross at the centre of the circle”.
Is Darren right?

.........

Explain your answer.

A

C

B

D

Appendices, page 

APPENDIX 1, continued
Selected ‘No’ responses to item G1:

E

H

F

I

G

Appendices, page 

APPENDIX 2
Item G2b (right) was used in all three
proof tests for the Longitudinal Proof
Project. We discuss the item in chapter 8
(page 8.5).
On this page (below) and the next, we
show selected responses to the item. The
responses can be used with students to
help them develop an awareness of the
different qualities of students’ written
explanations (see chapter 7).

One corner of tile A is moved
to the centre of tile B, as shown.

B
A

What fraction of tile B is
overlapped by tile A ?

.........
Explain your answer.

A

C

B

D
Appendices, page 

APPENDIX 2, continued
More responses for item G2b:

Appendices, page 

E

H

F

I

G

J

APPENDIX 3
Question A4 was used in the Year 8 and Year 9 proof tests for the Longitudinal Proof Project. In part c) students
are asked whether 100! is divisible by 31 (Year 8) or whether 50! is divisible by 19 (Year 9). We discuss the item
in chapter 8 (page 8.5).
Selected responses to item A4c are shown below. The responses can be used with students to help them develop
an awareness of the different qualities of students’ written explanations (see chapter 7).

A

D

B

E

C

F
Appendices, page 

